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Tualatin Today  Enews (April)

Tualatin Today Enews (February)

Help Design the Veterans Plaza 
We’re hosting an online open house to show the 
community different design concepts for the Veterans 
Plaza, which will eventually be located on the east side 
of the Tualatin Commons Lake. Once you’ve checked 
out the different options, let us know your favorite via 
our online survey. Feedback gathered during this process 
will be used to develop one cohesive design concept for 
the plaza, which will be presented to the City Council 
later this summer.   

Your ideas matter to us, so please do not miss your 
chance to share them! A big thank you to the community 
members who have participated in getting us to this step 
by sharing their ideas, thoughts, and wishes already.    
 

Help Plan the Veterans Plaza 
We are entering the next phase of work on the Veterans 
Plaza. Nearly a thousand community members 
participated in selecting a location, themes, concepts, 
and ideas to get us to this point. We are once again 
asking the community to share their thoughts, ideas, and 
input. Later this month, we will host two open houses on 
the east side of the Tualatin Commons Lake to 
discuss location-specific design options.  

 Friday, February 18 11:30am – 1:30pm  
 Saturday, February 19 11:30am – 1:30pm  

There will be more opportunities to provide input! We 
plan on asking for additional input via an online survey 
and open house after these dates. The final design 
concept, cost estimates, and community feedback will be 
presented to the City Council later this year. Visit the 
webpage to stay up-to-date on this project!   
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Tualatin Today Enews (January)

NEXT STEPS OF PLANNING THE CITY OF TUALATIN VETERANS MEMORIAL 

We are excited to announce we have begun the next steps to bring a memorial to the City. 

Nearly a thousand community members participated in selecting a location, themes, 

concepts, ideas, and thoughts for the Veterans Memorial concept plan. This next phase 

includes location specific design on the east side of the Tualatin Commons Lake and will 

rely heavily on community member input to bring a Veterans Memorial to Tualatin 

designed by and for the entire community. 

There will be several opportunities to get involved in this exciting planning process! The 

first is happening this February with two on-site open houses. We hope you will join us on 

Friday, February 18 or Saturday, February 19 from 11:30am-1:30pm to provide input in 

creating design options. Be sure to check the website this weekend for the latest updates! 
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Tualatin Today Enews (February)

DON'T FORGET 

Don’t forget to join us next week to help design your public space and create a place of 

honor and recognition for our Veterans. We will be hosting two open houses on Friday and 

Saturday to get feedback and ideas from the entire community: 

Join us rain or shine on the east side of the Tualatin Commons Lake on Friday, February 

18, from 11:30am-1:30pm or  Saturday, February 19 from 11:30am-1:30pm. 

We will have tents set up in the area to keep us safe from the weather and different ways 

for you to share your ideas with us. Visit our website for more information on this project 

and sign up for email updates. 
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VIEW THE VETERANS PLAZA DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Would you like to help honor our Veterans and design your public space? If so, please visit 

the virtual open house page to view three different design concepts for the future veterans 

plaza. Each concept provides a unique application of the community ideas that have been 

gathered so far.  

Once you have viewed the designs, take the survey to choose your favorite and share 

additional feedback on the concepts. The information shared though the survey will be 

used to create the final design for the plaza to honor veterans and for all to enjoy for years 

to come. 

Take the Tour!  

Explore Tualatin Now (April)
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Email Blast (Open House)
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Email Blast

City of Tualatin <kcesca@tualatin.gov>
Monday, April 4, 2022 4:22 PM
Kyla Cesca
Help Honor Veterans

VETERANS PLAZA
A place of Honor & Reflection 

 

Visit the virtual open house page to view 
three different design concepts for the 
future plaza. Each concept provides a 
unique application of the community input 
gathered through the planning process. 

A big thank you to those who helped bring 
these exciting deigns to life! 

Once you have viewed the designs, take 
the survey to choose your favorite and 
share additional feedback on the concepts. 
The information you give though the survey 
will be used to create the final design for 
the plaza to honor veterans and for all to 
enjoy for years to come. 

Click here to visit the virtual open house!

Do you have any questions about the designs? If so, please sign up for a virtual question 
and answer session. At this session the concept designers will be available to clarify any 
questions you have about the design concepts. 
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QUESTIONS?
Visit the project’s website for updates and more 
information at TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/
Veterans-Memorial

Don’t miss this chance 

to share your ideas!

Join the community conversation to plan the City of Tualatin’s 
Veterans Memorial/Plaza:  A Place of Honor & Recognition, designed by 
and for the community! The next step in the planning process is an open 
house to gather community input for design alternatives. We want to 
hear from everyone! A Spanish Interpreter will be present to make sure 
everyone can join the conversation. 

Friday, February 18th |  11:30am - 1:30pm

Saturday, February 19th  |  11:30am - 1:30pm

ON THE EAST SIDE OF TUALATIN COMMONS LAKE

OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE

Help DHelp Design Yesign Your Pubour Public Spaclic Spacee!!
PLANNING THE CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA: 

A PLACE OF HONOR & RECOGNITION
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¿PREGUNTAS? 
Visite la página Web del proyecto para 
actualizaciones y más información en  
TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/Veterans-Memorial

Participe en la conversación para planear el Monumento Conmemorativo 
de los Veteranos / Plaza de Honor y Reconocimiento de Tualatin, ¡diseñado 
para y por la comunidad! El próximo paso en el proceso de planeación son 
eventos tipo Open House, para obtener la opinión de la comunidad para 
las alternativas de diseño. ¡Queremos escuchar la opinión de todos! Habrá 
intérpretes de Español para que participe en la conversación.

¡¡AAyúdenos a yúdenos a diseñar estdiseñar estee espaci espacio público públicoo!!  
PLANEACIÓN DEL MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO DE LOS VETERANOS / 

PLAZA DE HONOR Y RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN

Viernes 18 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

Sábado 19 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

EN EL LADO ESTE DE TUALATIN COMMONS

HORARIO DEL EVENTO OPEN ¡No se pierda esta oportunidad 
de compartir sus ideas!
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Friday, February 18th |  11:30am - 1:30pm

Saturday, February 19th  |  11:30am - 1:30pm

ON THE EAST SIDE OF TUALATIN COMMONS LAKE

QUESTIONS?
Visit the project’s website for 
updates and more information at 
TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/
Veterans-Memorial

Don’t miss this chance 
to share your ideas!

OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE

Join the community conversation to plan the City of 
Tualatin’s Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A Place of Honor & 
Recognition, designed by and for the community! The next 
step in the planning process is an open house to gather 
community input for design alternatives. We want to hear 
from everyone! A Spanish Interpreter will be present to 
make sure everyone can join the conversation. 

Help Design YHelp Design Your Public Spacour Public Spacee!! PLANNING THE CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS
MEMORIAL/PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR & RECOGNITION

Friday, February 18th |  11:30am - 1:30pm

Saturday, February 19th  |  11:30am - 1:30pm

ON THE EAST SIDE OF TUALATIN COMMONS LAKE

QUESTIONS?
Visit the project’s website for 
updates and more information at 
TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/
Veterans-Memorial

Don’t miss this chance 
to share your ideas!

OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE

Join the community conversation to plan the City of 
Tualatin’s Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A Place of Honor & 
Recognition, designed by and for the community! The next 
step in the planning process is an open house to gather 
community input for design alternatives. We want to hear 
from everyone! A Spanish Interpreter will be present to 
make sure everyone can join the conversation. 

Help Design YHelp Design Your Public Spacour Public Spacee!! PLANNING THE CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS
MEMORIAL/PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR & RECOGNITION
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Viernes 18 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

Sábado 19 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

EN EL LADO ESTE DE TUALATIN COMMONS

Viernes 18 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

Sábado 19 de febrero  | de 11:30am - 1:30pm

EN EL LADO ESTE DE TUALATIN COMMONS

¿PREGUNTAS? 
Visite la página Web del proyecto para 
actualizaciones y más información 
en  TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/
Veterans-Memorial

¿PREGUNTAS? 
Visite la página Web del proyecto para 
actualizaciones y más información 
en  TualatinOregon.Gov/Recreation/
Veterans-Memorial

¡No se pierda esta oportunidad 
de compartir sus ideas!

¡No se pierda esta oportunidad 
de compartir sus ideas!

HORARIO DEL EVENTO OPEN HOUSE

HORARIO DEL EVENTO OPEN HOUSE

Participe en la conversación para planear el Monumento 
Conmemorativo de los Veteranos / Plaza de Honor y 
Reconocimiento de Tualatin, ¡diseñado para y por la 
comunidad! El próximo paso en el proceso de planeación 
son eventos tipo Open House, para obtener la opinión de 
la comunidad para las alternativas de diseño. ¡Queremos 
escuchar la opinión de todos! Habrá intérpretes de Español 
para que participe en la conversación.

Participe en la conversación para planear el Monumento 
Conmemorativo de los Veteranos / Plaza de Honor y 
Reconocimiento de Tualatin, ¡diseñado para y por la 
comunidad! El próximo paso en el proceso de planeación 
son eventos tipo Open House, para obtener la opinión de 
la comunidad para las alternativas de diseño. ¡Queremos 
escuchar la opinión de todos! Habrá intérpretes de Español 
para que participe en la conversación.

¡A¡Ayúdenos a diseñar esyúdenos a diseñar estte espacio e espacio públicpúblicoo!!  

¡A¡Ayúdenos a diseñar esyúdenos a diseñar estte espacio e espacio públicpúblicoo!!  

PLANEACIÓN DEL MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO 
  DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN

PLANEACIÓN DEL MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO 
  DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN
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Pamplin Media Group

COURTESY GRAPHIC: SHAPIRO DIDWAY - Here are design elements proposed for Concept 3 of the Veterans Plaza Memorial slated for Tualatin Lake at the Commons.

(https://pamplinmedia.com/images/artimg/00003732014093-0651.jpg)Tualatin is looking for public input regarding preference of three designs planned for the

future Veterans Plaza memorial planned for the Tualatin Lake at the Commons.

From now until April 22, residents can weigh in on the designs — via an online survey (https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SKM92CC) — all produced by Shapiro

Didway.

Each of the design options includes 11 to 13 preferred elements at the site, varying slightly from design to design.

One concept asks if there's a desire for a water fountain in the Lake at the Commons, with another asking there's a preference for military service pubic art

consisting of boulders in the lake instead.

Gathering space options vary as well, with one that includes stepped seating and a ground plane labyrinth that looks out to the lake with in-ground military branch

plaques. Another gathering area option includes construction of a stone bench with a central reflection pool featuring an American plaque. A third option focuses

"Once (residents) have reviewed the options, they can then take a survey to select their favorite and share additional input such as military plaque placement and

plaza name," said Kyla Cesca of the Tualatin Parks and Recreation Department. "The information collected though the survey will be used by the design

consultants to create one final refined design based on what the community would like to see in the space."

Cesca said Shapiro Didway will forward that final option to the city government, with the Tualatin City Council making a decision later this summer.

"We are working to make sure we provide our consultants with the time they need to create a design that will honor veterans and meet the desires of the

community," Cesca said.Â 

Earlier in the project, consultants helped define who should be honored in the memorial space, along with a theme and objectives. That resulted in creating a

space where visitors found a sense of connection, engagement, experience, shared values and sense of timelessness.

Tualatin officials are looking at possible sources of funding for the memorial, including grants, capital improvement funds, and future voter initiatives and bonds.

(This story version corrects the date residents have to vote on memorial designs. It is April 22, not April 5.)

Tualatin seeks input on veterans memorial design
Ray Pitz  April 05 2022

City leaders are considering three designs for the future Veterans Plaza memorial planned at the Lake at the Commons.
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Pamplin Media Group

COURTESY PHOTO: TUALATIN PARKS AND RECREATION - Heres the site of the new veterans memorial in Tualatin.

Tualatin veterans memorial seeks design themes
Ray Pitz  February 08 2022

Open houses at Tualatin Lake at the Commons are set for Feb. 18 and 19 to collect public suggestions

(https://pamplinmedia.com/images/artimg/00003727180715-0651.jpg)Tualatin is asking residents to weigh in on what type of design they'd like to see for a proposed veterans

memorial planned for the Lake at the Commons.

To help determine that, Tualatin Parks and Recreation is hosting two open houses from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 18, and Saturday, Feb. 19, at the Tualatin Lake at the

Commons.

The goal is to see how the entire space, which will be located across the lake from the main plaza and restrooms, will be used for the city's first salute to those who served their

country.
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"We're using that time to gather the ideas to create the design options that will be available on the virtual open house in mid-March," said Kyla Cesca, a city spokesperson.

After the open houses, project consultants will create designs and present them to the public in an engaging way, Cesca said. Those ideas are expected to be up on the city's

website on or about March 28.

"There'll be lots of opportunity for people to get out there and see what's going on," Cesca said about the open houses, where several tents will be set up to keep residents dry and

spaced safety apart during the continuing pandemic, she said.

"We've done a number of focus groups with veterans organizations (the) VFW, Forward Assist, the local Tualatin veterans organization, parks advisory art advisory, those types of

groups," said Rich Mueller, parks planning and development manager for the city.

Those groups, along with the two days of open houses, will guide consultants in their design plans.

Mueller said the first phase of the veterans memorial project determined who should be honored in that space, along with themes and objectives, which included connection,

engagement, experience, shared values and timelessness.

"There's no preconceived ideas here. (We want) community and veterans to come forward and tell us what they'd like," he said.

While Mueller acknowledges that there are site constraints regarding what the design can include, city staff welcome input on water features, landscaping, gathering spaces,

storytelling and more.

After designs are finalized in the spring, one final design will be presented to the Tualatin City Council in July.

Mueller said the final veterans memorial plaza proposal will contain cost estimates as well.

"What the community selects in this area will really inform the budget, and we'll go from there," said Mueller.

While no specific sources for funding have been identified, Tualatin officials have talked about grants, capital improvement funds, a possible future voter initiative and bonds as

potential ways to pay for the project, Mueller said.
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Social Media Post
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Next Steps of Planning the City of Tualatin Veterans Memorial
PAGE X JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2022

BY KYLA CESCA, CITY OF TUALATIN, PARKS & RECREATION DEPT.

     The City of Tualatin Parks and Recreation Department 
is excited to announce we began the next step to bring a 
Veteran’s Memorial to the City. Nearly a thousand community 
members participated in the 
previous process of selecting 
a location, themes, concepts, 
ideas, and thoughts for the 
Veterans Memorial concept 
plan in 2020. This next phase 
of the project will include 
site specific design with cost 
estimates, and determining 
funding opportunities. All 
these steps will rely heavily on 
community member input to 
bring a Veterans Memorial to Tualatin designed by and for 
the entire community. 

The first phase of the project focused on engaging the 
community to create a vision for the memorial and select a 
preferred park location. The community chose the east side 
of the Tualatin Commons Lake as the location for the future 
memorial. The community members also determined “who” 
the memorial should honor and defined the desired objectives 
and core themes. The shared community values documented 
in the 2020 Veterans Memorial Concept Planning & Site 
Selection Report can be viewed on our website in more 
detail and included the following themes: honor, connection, 
engagement, experience, timelessness and shared values. The 
community chosen location and values will be used to drive 
this next project phase. 

The second phase of this project began in October 2021 
with the help of landscape architecture firm Shapiro Didway, 

who conducted extensive research on the community-
selected location. This involved a through site examination 
and technical focus group meetings  to gather information 
on topics such as current park use, construction constraints, 

public safety and accessibility, 
proposed planning efforts, and 
opportunities to aid in the 
future site design. Now it is 
time for community members 
to join this process to help 
determine the future of the City 
of Tualatin Veterans Memorial!

There will be serval 
opportunities to get involved in 
this exciting planning process! 

We will be hosting two open houses at the community chosen 
location, the east side of the Tualatin Commons Lake, this 
February. We hope you will join us on Friday, February 18 or  
Saturday, February 19 from 11:30am until 1:30pm to provide 
input to create design options. Then we will once again be 
asking for community feedback on these design options 
though a series of online surveys and open houses. The final 
design concept, cost estimates and community feedback will 
be presented to City Council. Be sure to visit our website 
to stay up to date on this project: TualatinOregon.gov/
Recreation/Veterans-Memorial. 

Kyla Cesca is Office Coordinator at 
the City of Tualatin Parks & Recreation 
Department. You can reach her at 
503.691.3062 or kcesca@tualatin.gov.

Proposed Veterans Memorial Park/Site Plan COURTESY/CITY OF TUALATIN

Site Concept Plan COURTESY/CITY OF TUALATIN

Tualatin Life A
rticle
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Date What? (Description) engagements  & Interactions
Wed 

1/11/2022

Explore Tualatin Now  Email Blast - Department 

January Newsletter
1743 Sends

804 Opens
Friday 

1/14/2022

Tualatin Life Article & Ad
12,800 printed, 12,388 mailed

On Going Project Website 569 page views 
Thursday 

1/20/2022

Facebook Video Post 609 people reached,

21 reactions
Thursday 

1/20/22

2pm

Meet with Forward Assist President 

NA 
Thursday 

1/20/22

3:30pm

Focus Group: Local Veterans

15 engagements
Thursday 

1/20/22 6-

6:30pm

Focus Group: Youth Advisory Council 

7 engagements
1/24/22 

thru 2/6/22

Library Display Case

NA 
2/8/2022 Article in Tualatin/Tigard Times Print & digital 
2/12/2022 Spanish Outreach 107 flyers distrubuted

72 phone & text engagements
2/1/2022 Tualatin Today Email Blast - City Newsletter 5K Sends

40% open Rate
Friday  

2/4/2022

Esparanza Email
NA 

Thursday 

2/3/2022

Flyer at New Seasons
NA 

Thursday 

2/3/2022

Apartment Flyer Posting
NA 

VETERANS MEMORIAL PLANNING -PHASE 2
Marketing &  Engagement Tracking 
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Monday 

2/7/22

6:30 pm

Focus Group: Veterans of Foreign Affairs

16 VFW members present 
Tuesday 

2/8 6pm

Focus Group: Joint TPARK and Arts Advisory 
7 engagements

Wednesday

/2022

Explore Tualatin Now  Email Blast - Department 

February Newsletter
1757 recipients

total opens 1582
Thursday 

2/09/2022

Somos Tualatin FB Post 
1 reaction, 22 reached

Thursday 

2/10/2022

Social Post 
19 reactions 

Thursday 

2/10/2022

Barricade Signs
NA 

Friday 

2/11/2022

Email Blast to interest list
162 sends 

Monday 

2/14/2022

Nextdoor Post
590 Impressions

Thursday 

2/17/22

4-5 pm

Focus Group: Forward Assist

12 engagements
Friday

2/17/2022

Social Post 
20 reactions 

Fri 2/18

11:30-1:30

onsite open house 

45-50 engagements

Sat 2/19

11:30-1:30

onsite open house 

23 Engagements 

Thursday 

3/31/22 

Email Blast - interest list 

249 sends, open rate 60%

Friday 

4/1/22 

City Email Blast 

5K sends, 38% open rate 

Saturday 

4/2/22 

Social Post 

499 impressions

Monday 

4/4/22 

City Manager Email 

All Employees

Tuesday 

4/5/22 

Tigard Tualatin Times 

Print & digital 
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Tuesday 

4/5/22 

Tualatin Today Email Blast - City Newsletter

342 sends, 49% open rate

Tuesday 

4/5/22 

Next Door Post 

Need from Megan

Saturday 

4/8/22 

Spanish Social Post 

26 Engagements 

Saturday 

4/8/22 

Social Post 

468 impressions

Wed 

4/13/22

Explore Tualatin Now  Email Blast - Department 

February Newsletter 2K sends, 42% open rate

Thursday 

4/14/22 

Email Blast -Master Plan list

1641 sends, 35.7% open rate

4/18/2022 Social Post 527 post impressions

Tuesday 

4/19/22 

Email to CIO board members

NA

Thursday 

4/14/22 

Email Blast - interest list 

345 sends, 51% open rate

4/22/2022 Social Post 1,330 post impressions

Friday 4/22-

4/24

A frame Poster Ad at commons 

NA

Fri June 17 Email Blast - Master Plan & Interest list

547 sends, 83% open rate

Sat 6/18 Social post 779 Impressions

Mon 6/26 Email to CIO board members NA

Tues June 

27

Email Blast - Business list

1253  sends, 45.9% open rate

Wed 6/28 Next Door Post XX

wed 6/28 Social post 1,039 post impressions

Fri 7/1 Somos Post 35 views

Fri 7/1 City Email Blast 5K sends, 43% open rate

Sun 7/3 Email Blast - Veterans /Master plan Lists 546 sends, 50% open rate

Sat 7/2 Social post 649 post impressions
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Date Description Number of participants TOTALS
Spanish Engagement 202
2/12/2022 Spanish Engagement Flyer handout @ public library and 

surrounding area
107

 02/17/2022 Casitas Neighborhood 72
 02/25/2022 Other Spanish Outreach 23

Focus Groups - Round 1 19
Police 4
Planning 2
park maintenance 4
public works 6
Parks & Recreation 3

Businesses 4
2/12/2022 Business (Bridging languages) 3

Charlie (Business) 1

Focus Groups - Round 2 59
Local veterans group 8
Youth Advisory Committee 8
VFW 15
Core Area Parking  8
Tpark & TAAC 7
Forward Assist 12
CCIO Board 1

Open House 73
Open House (Friday) 50
Open House (Saturday) 20
Q&A Session #1 3

Needs Assessment based on numbers above: 357

Surveys 291
Survey No. 1 209
Survey No. 2 82

648Total Engagement Encounters: 
Total Engagement Opportunities: 22

VETERANS MEMORIAL PLANNING - PHASE 2
Community Engagement
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Internal Focus Groups
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Meeting No. 03 – Core Area Parking District Board 

Date Wednesday, October 20, 2021 

Time 12:00PM – 1:00PM 

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520

X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520

X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Aaron West SD aaron@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Jonathan Taylor CAPD 
X Heidi Kindle CAPD 
X Valerie Pratt CAPD 
X C. Reynolds CAPD 
X Gary Haberman CAPD 
X Janet Jordan CAPD 
X Lisa Thrope CAPD 
X Aaron Welk CAPD 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
CAPD – Core Area Parking District Board

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
03/--/0001 10.20.21 SD provides brief introduction to project: new age veterans 

memorial, 8 potential sites were assessed and presented to 
Stakeholder Advisory Committee, through community 
engagement activities and meetings Tualatin Commons was 
selected as the preferred site. Themes of the site are honor, 
connection, experience, engagement, shared values, timeless. 
Concept plan was shared on screen for review.  
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03/--/0002 10.20.21 CAPD brought up the concern that people speed down SW Seneca 
Street as they turn into the white lot. Speed bump is a potential way 
to resolve this.  

03/--/0003 10.20.21 Wayfinding is a current issue when accessing site from SW 
Tualatin- Sherwood Road. Public has raised concerns about 
wayfinding issues within community.  

Veterans Memorial will act as gateway to Lake. Consider designating 
Lake parking at Green Lot and use new crosswalk for pedestrian 
access. 

How will the wayfinding at the Veterans Memorial work with the city’s 
larger circulation system? 

03/--/0004 10.20.21 The white lot gets filled at parking events. The blue lot is the second 
most busy. Green lot is sometimes full. It is a great spot for bus use. 
There are also private lots nearby. 

Currently, events really fill up the parking lots. Parking is already a 
concern. 

Overall, quality of parking is a concern. Is there a potential to 
dedicate spots for events? If so, how would this be policed? 

Is there potential to designate a parking area for Veterans Memorial 
parking? 

03/--/0005 10.20.21 Gary Haberman states concern that his business utilizes parking 
during ‘off’ hours when his business operates. He is concerned about 
site development resulting in taking up parking for regulars of his 
business.  

03/--/0006 10.20.21 Turn-around at SW Nyberg Street would be a good drop off location 
into the Tualatin Commons site.  

03/--/0007 10.20.21 Electrical for lighting may be a challenge – circuits are potentially 
already maxed out. 

ACTIONS: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION ACTION STATUS ARCHIVED 
03/--/0009 10.20.21 SD to ask engineering 

department about 
wayfinding when 
accessing site from 
Tualatin Road. 

SD to discuss construction 
staging plan with 
engineering department. 

SD CLOSED -- 
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VETERANS MEMORIAL DESIGN OVERVIEW:

PHASE I:

• New Age Veterans Memorial

• 8 potential sites were assessed

• Site were presented to the Stakeholder Advisory Committee and Community through engagement activities and meetings

• Tualatin Commons was selected as the preferred site

• Themes

- Honor

- Connection

- Experience

- Engagement

- Shared Values

- Timeless

NEXT STEPS:

CONCEPT AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
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Meeting No. 04 – Recreation Programmers Site Walk 

Date Thursday, October 28, 2021 

Time 11:00PM – 12:00PM  

Place Tualatin Commons  

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
 X Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060

X Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X Heidi Marx TPR 
X Julie Ludemann TPR jludemann@tualatin.gov 503.691.3082 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
04/--/0001 10.28.21 Proposed Veterans Memorial site is not usable, not ADA due to 

pavement heaving from tree roots. Not a lot of infrastructure to 
support events; power needed. It does get used during the 
Pumpkin Regatta and is the designated ADA viewing section due to 
no handrail to block the view. Currently do not use temporary 
railings for event. Keep sight lines open for Pumpkin Regatta use. 
Design space with flexibility in mind. Avoid placement of permanent 
amenities, or place thoughtfully to allow 11-12’ for vendors. 

Keep Pumpkin Regatta in mind when designing. 

04/--/0002 10.28.21 No bathrooms or lighting on this side of Park. No picnic tables either. 

Limitation of the site is that it is hidden, especially from Tualatin 
Sherwood Road. Signage has low visibility in low light conditions. 

04/--/0003 10.28.21 There is a lack of shade in Tualatin Commons. TPR interested in rain/ 
shade structure. This structure would likely not be rented for events 
because of adjacent housing. 
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Keep site open and accessible for outdoor use. 

04/--/0004 10.28.21 Across the lake: Grassy area has goose poop issue. Round plaza 
space across the Lake makes it challenging to set up for functions. 
Odd placement of low concrete walls creates tripping hazard 

04/--/0005 10.28.21 Veterans Memorial site needs lighting. 

04/--/0006 10.28.21 Tualatin Commons site is a jigsaw of public and private space. 

04/--/0007 10.28.21 Covid has encouraged increased use of outdoor space (site outside 
to gather, Tai chi class, eat lunch, etc.; there’s not a single public 
table in the space). 

04/--/0008 10.28.21 Site is heavily used by families with young children. 

04/--/0009 10.28.21 Water – use lighting /fountain to activate space and tie into event 
programming. For example, build your own float program or art 
installations. Mentioned Grand Haven Lake fountain uses music and 
light and a site in California that use gigantic beach balls that 
different groups paint; allows individual participation but also 
participate in a collective effort. 

Bass were put into the Lake to help control the goldfish population. 

Cabela’s is a potential partner to enliven Lake. 

Lake is used by Portland Model Power Boat Association and Rose 
City Model Sailing Club. 

At the Pumpkin Regatta, people getting into Lake sign a waiver. 

Water quality varies, maintenance team monitors water quality and 
drains lake every 2-3 years. 

04/--/0010 10.28.21 There is potential for a bus drop off/shuttle use at Nyberg St and 
Seneca Street. Currently shuttle people from Kaiser parking lot for 
events. 

Seneca Street Plaza could be used as a dining area with an overhead 
structure. 

04/--/0011 10.28.21 TPR is interested in programming site with multiple smaller events. 
Current summer concerts on site are getting too large for venue. 
Lawn area used for seating and stage set up at turnaround (on 
splash pad side of lake). 

04/--/0012 10.28.21 Railing around the Lake is dated, white portion stands out compared 
to blue portion. Could consider a different treatment or introducing a 
light effect; comment that light in the winter is great, but during the 
summer, it stays light too late. 

04/--/0013 10.28.21 More storage is needed for entire site. 

04/--/0014 10.28.21 Arts Committee has identified the drop off area by the splash pad for 
an street art installation on the asphalt. Also considering a vinyl wrap 
on doors of restroom. One concern is that art does not always look 
cohesive. 
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04/--/0015 10.28.21 Water fountains, throughout entire Tualatin Commons, are being 
replaced because current design is difficult to maintain. 

TPR would like to see replaced with bottle filler and water fountain.  

04/--/0016 10.28.21 Sound is an issue for the adjacent Winona Grange during summer 
concerts. 

04/--/0017 10.28.21 Banner space adjacent to the Grange could be used to tell people 
about events and programming. 

04/--/0018 10.28.21 Bollards throughout site are removable but difficult to remove. 

Vehicle access at SW Seneca Street needs to remain for access to 
Veterans Memorial site. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Meeting No. 05 – Parks Maintenance Site Walk 

Date Thursday, October 28, 2021 

Time 12:00PM – 1:00PM 

Place Tualatin Commons  

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
 X Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Dave Koons TPR 
X Tom Steiger TPR tsteiger@tualatin.gov 503.691.3082 
X Jim Lane TPR 
X Will Alloway TPR 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
05/--/0001 10.28.21 Site was previously a dog food plant and parking lot, when it was 

redeveloped the site was built at 95% compaction and a lot of debris 
was buried (have found debris with other construction projects and 
expect a lot of unforeseen things on this site too). This is probably 
why soil is mounded on site. Compaction has created issues with 
ground drainage. Soil on site is heavy clay soil. 

When replanting, material will need to be removed and soil will need 
to be supplemented. 

05/--/0002 10.28.21 Site has high homeless use, as well as issues of vandalism and 
graffiti.  

05/--/0003 10.28.21 2 zelkova trees at SW Seneca Street are causing the concrete to 
heave and buckle. There is concrete buried underground in this 
location. Trees are at end of life and should be removed. 
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05/--/0004 10.28.21 Site is used for the holiday light program. More outlets are needed. 
Nordmann Fir across the Lake is decorating for holidays. 

Starry Nights is a winter holiday installation. It starts in October and 
stays up through April. The lights are left up on the trees for 2-3 
years. The wave railing is also lit. Tualatin Commons is the only 
location in Tualatin where lights occur. Have lost most of the big trees 
on the site and tree lighting event is not as impressive. Would be nice 
to use the fountain/water with changing colors for the holiday lights 
instead of trees; this would also cut down on maintenance hours to 
put up lights. 

There is also a floating dock placed in the deeper portion of the Lake 
with a flagpole. It is anchored and lit. Double reflection on water from 
lights is very impressive. 

05/--/0005 10.28.21 Irrigation somewhat works but must be hand bled. 

Redevelopment will require all new electrical, irrigation and drainage 
systems. 

Preferred irrigation system is Rainbird or Hunter. Do not specify Toro. 

TPR prefers separate controller for the Veterans Memorial zone. 

Currently the water meter is shared with the Tualatin Commons 
Association. It is located on Nyberg Island. Believe meter is 2 or 2-
1/2”. 

05/--/0006 10.28.21 Property line is in front of row of ilex shrubs and behind concrete 
walkway east of Veterans Memorial site. 

05/--/0007 10.28.21 Pine trees in the brick planters adjacent to the Veterans Memorial 
site, 4 on site, are on last legs. Plan to remove trees and redesign.  

There is electricity running to each planter, this electricity still 
works. 

05/--/0008 10.28.21 Lake has a rubber liner at the base of the pond. There are eyebolts 
located in the seat walls. I-bolt Anchors are used to secure the 
floating dock & electrical cord 

Water in the Lake is monitored two times a year for e coli and 
coliform. Circulation and aeration are needed for water quality. TPR 
suggests implementing floating aerating fountains to enhance water 
quality. 

Water is drained and fire hosed every 2-3 years. There is only 1 drain 
for the entire Lake. Water is filled from a water hydrant and 40-foot 
pipe. Valve is needed to fill Lake and not use hydrant. It would also 
be nice to have more than one drain 

Bass have helped the water quality and goldfish population. 

Mentioned using colored dye to control aquatic growth down (i.e. 
black reduces sunlight penetration. 
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Lake vault and overflow is located by pine tree planter at SW Nyberg 
St entrance. 

05/--/0009 10.28.21 TPR refers to Veterans Memorial site as ‘Garden Area’. This area has 
several trip hazards due to hardscape heaving and cracking.  

TPR suggests the only salvageable trees in this zone are the 3 oaks 
and 1 tupelo. Other tree roots are too high and exposed, likely within 
the top 12” of the soil. 

TPR suggests trees have a potential to be preserved if limit 
disturbance to 1/3 of tree roots and root pruning is clean cut. Spec 
root barrier per City standards. 

Area does not drain. 

Benches is this area are wood and high maintenance. Suggested 
raising walls around lake to allow for seating. 

Lighting within this area doesn’t work. 

Suggested providing a path at the water’s edge instead of 
landscaping since it gets trampled. 

05/--/0010 10.28.21 Cut and Fill – areas identified as potential for fill: 
Create amphitheater to view Lake; Eliminate steps on opposite side 
of site; Create wall; Raise planter by the entry into the Lake; Turf 
adjacent to Charlie’s hotel – this is a prime area for seating and 
viewing Pumpkin Regatta and lit tree at Christmas time. Potential to 
fill mound and create seating. Look at eliminating steep grade 
changes to improve seating areas around the lake. 

Mentioned the City has mitigation bank credits available offsite for 
consideration. 

05/--/0011 10.28.21 Bollards throughout site are specialized and unique, difficult, and 
expensive to replace. The bollards are removable but very difficult to 
remove. Site needs a more robust and simpler model. Use traffic 
collapsible bollard, that folds to 4” height on a lot of trail systems 
around city (too simple for this site, but functions well). 

05/--/0012 10.28.21 Maintain vehicular access at SW Seneca St. cannot use Nyberg end 
because too many valve boxes near pavement edge and must drive 
over plant bed to make the turn. Maintenance vehicle include high lift, 
pickup truck, bucket truck. 

05/--/0013 10.28.21 SW Nyberg Street Entry: 

Round-a-bout is half concrete because semi-trucks coming off the 
highway get lost and can’t make full radius. Boulders were placed to 
keep away from sign and utilities. Trucks run over the round-a-bout 
curb. Valve boxes are located between the boulders within the round-
a-bout, behind the sign. 

People also come up over the curb and hit the bollards at the entry 
plaza all the time. 
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Consider removing or shortening the round-about to eliminate issues 
with truck; could shorten road to only allow access into the parking 
lots. 

Remove slate walk at small seating node. 

Brick is a “maintenance nightmare;” always fixing. 

05/--/0014 10.28.21 There is a vault at the entry off SW Nyberg Street by the bench and 
sculpture. TPR suggests this is likely Verizon utilities.  

05/--/0015 10.28.21 Lights at the SW Nyberg Street entry do not work. 

05/--/0016 10.28.21 Geese population is a concern. Have used decoys (metal foxes) and 
the sound system to issue a distress call but has not been effective; 
Discussed eliminating the steps so geese do not have access to the 
water. Have used a 3-wire trip wire around ponds in the past. 

ACTIONS: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION ACTION STATUS ARCHIVED 
05/--/0018 10.28.21 SD to ask Engineering if 

Veterans Memorial site 
could be considered 100% 
impermeable due to lack of 
drainage.  

SD to ask about mitigation 
bank credits and the 
possibility to do mitigation 
off site if necessary. 

SD CLOSED -- 

05/--/0019 10.28.21 Tom to send lake draining 
pictures 

 CLOSED

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Meeting No. 06 – Public Works 

Date Thursday, November 2, 2021 

Time 3:00PM – 4:00PM  

Place Tualatin Commons  

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060

X Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X Mike McCarthy TPR 
X Nicholas 

Westendorf 
TPR 

X Maddie Cheek TPR 
X Bert Olheiser TPR 
X Terrance Leahy TPR 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
06/--/0001 11.02.21 SD provides brief introduction to project: new age veterans memorial, 

8 potential sites were assessed and presented to Stakeholder 
Advisory Committee, through community engagement activities and 
meetings Tualatin Commons was selected as the preferred site. 
Themes of the site are honor, connection, experience, engagement, 
shared values, timeless. Concept plan was shared on screen for 
review.  

06/--/0002 11.02.21 Water main runs in line with the sidewalk on the east side of the 
Lake. 

Manhole is located at the end of the SW Seneca Street, maintain 
access. No known utilities at end of SW Nyberg Street. Clearance to 
this manhole is undetermined. 
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06/--/0003 11.02.21 Storm system running through the site is not maintained by Public 
Works, it falls within the Parks Department. 

06/--/0004 11.02.21 Wayfinding sign project is coming up to assist people with biking on 
Tualatin-Sherwood Road. There is a draft available for viewing.  

06/--/0005 11.02.21 SW Nyberg Street round-a-bout has trucker issue. Trucks get stuck. 
Need a sign for trucks at SW Martinazzi Ave to state no through 
access for trucks.  

Signage at this round-a-bout is dated. 

06/--/0006 11.02.21 Lake uses 6 million gallons of water. If it is aerated there is the 
potential for draining it less often. 

06/--/0007 11.02.21 Site flooded in 1996, has not flooded since. 

06/--/0008 11.02.21 Currently no tree mitigation standards, possibility to locate trees in 
off-site areas. 

06/--/0009 11.02.21 If electricity is being improved on site, consider implementing conduit 
for future EV charging station potential.  

06/--/0010 11.02.21 On site opportunities – there are great spaces by the Lake, located 
right adjacent to center of Town, great place to grab lunch.  

06/--/0011 11.02.21 Public Works would like to see the site made more multifunctional. 

06/--/0012 11.02.21 Issues on site include use by homeless people. 

06/--/0013 11.02.21 Veterans Memorial site is the least used space at the park. 

06/--/0014 11.02.21 Activate the edge of the Lake and open up the views. 

ACTIONS: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION ACTION STATUS ARCHIVED 
06/--/0016 11.02.21 SD to ask Community 

Development about non-
conforming use. 

SD to ask Community 
Development about 
stormwater cut and fill. 

SD OPEN -- 

06/--/0017 11.02.21 SD to verify we have utility 
information and property 
line information 

SD OPEN -- 
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SD to reach out to GIS 
team if more utility and 
property line information is 
needed. 

06/--/0018 11.02.21 TPR to provide draft of 
wayfinding report for bike 
wayfinding along Tualatin-
Sherwood Road 
conducted by ALTA 
Planning and Design. 
Contacts at ALTA are Katie 
Mangle and Adrian 
Esteban. 

TPR OPEN -- 

06/--/0019 11.02.21 TPR to ask Tualatin Parks 
Fire and Rescue for fire 
access maps.  

TPR OPEN -- 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Meeting No. 08 – Police Dept.  

Date Thursday December 2, 2021 

Time 2:00PM – 3:00PM  

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
X Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 

Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Eric French TPD 
X Matt Messina TPD 
X Mark Waddell TPD 
X John Vandebrake TPD 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
TPD – Tualatin Police Department 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
08/--/0001 12.02.21 High vegetation is an issue. Low vegetation will help visibility. Site 

cannot be seen from the other side of the lake. 

Consider mature vegetation heights in proposed design to maintain 
clear visibility. 

Reduce vegetation around benches.  

08/--/0002 12.02.21 Site is currently very dark and is a popular spot for transients. 
Lighting needs improvement. 

08/--/0003 12.02.21 Police are vehicular bound and because site is located on the dead 
end of both SW Seneca St. and SW Nyberg St. Access into site is 
challenging but achievable. 
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Currently patrolled by foot or motorcycle. Police park vehicles on 
dead end roads and parking lots. Fire and medical also access site 
this way.  

Recommended that a path wide enough to maintain motorcycle 
access between SW Seneca St. and SW Nyberg St. be included in 
proposed improvements. 

08/--/0004 12.02.21 Site used to be monitored as thought it was a park but because 
access of homes in the area, it cannot be controlled this way. It is 
agreed with increased visibility and illumination site can remain 
open throughout night. Police dept. is not interested in reducing 
hours if illumination and visibility is improved. 

08/--/0005 12.02.21 Drinking, drugs, and vandalism are biggest issues on site. Site is 
popular for this because people can hide.  

08/--/0006 12.02.21 Idea shared for suicide prevention call box with support from 
veteran’s support groups. 

08/--/0007 12.02.21 Idea shared to maintain 24-hour access to allow those seeking a 
place of contemplation to have access when needed. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Meeting No. 09 – Community Development 

Date Monday, December 6, 2021 

Time 3:00PM – 4:00PM  

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060

X Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X Tony Doran TPW 
X Erin Engman TPW 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
TPW – Tualatin Public Works 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
09/--/0001 12.06.21 Clean Water Services (CWS) and Construction Standards are 

applicable to this project. 

If additional impervious area is created and modifications are above 
1,000 SF threshold then stormwater/detention will be required. 
Further information can be found in CWS Chapter 4. Ratio for 
stormwater treatment is 3:1. There is the ability to deduct SF if there 
is existing impervious pavement that is adjusted to be pervious. 

09/--/0002 12.06.21 Floodplain permit within Tualatin requires a balance of cut and fill. 
Design will require approval by City Engineer. 

Hollow structures have been utilized in the past to allow stormwater 
to ebb and flow through site. Vegetation will not be considered for 
floodplain analysis. 

Floodplain cut and fill can be balanced off site with negotiation. It 
would probably be acceptable to balance cut and fill around the 
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Tualatin Commons Lake, further from the Tualatin Commons site 
may be more challenging to get approval.  

Floodplain flows to the south and east of Tualatin Commons site. 

Civil engineer will need to stamp floodplain permit plans.  

Volume of significance is zero. What will be approved is subjective 
and up to the power of authority.  

09/--/0003 12.06.21 Private development improvements require Architectural Review 
(process to review proposed site development, redevelopment, 
and/or changes to site plan elements). Parks are exempt from this 
requirement. Kyla states that Rich has advocated for meeting City 
standards for this project, although an Architectural Review for the 
project will not be required.  

Design standards most applicable to this project can be found in 
the Tualatin Development Code (TDC) Chapter 73A – Site Design 
Standards and TDC 73A.300 – Commercial Design Standards. 
Standards for walkways, accessways (8 ft in depth), lighting (Dark 
Sky compliance) and utility screening standards may be helpful 
references, although meeting these standards will not be required. 

City of Tualatin Tree Removal standards stated in TDC 33.110 will 
not apply as this project as Parks improvement projects are exempt 
from these standards. 

Site is located within the Central Tualatin Overlay Zone; more 
information can be found in TDC Chapter 58 – Central Tualatin 
Overlay Zone. 

09/--/0004 12.06.21 Erosion control permit will be required if over 500 SF is disturbed. A 
civil engineer is required to produce and submit documentation for 
review. 

09/--/0005 12.06.21 Utility location will dictate setback standards, as it will be necessary 
to not to develop within the utility easement. 

09/--/0006 12.06.21 There is no scheduled private development in the works currently. 
There are urban renewal projects in development, but these will not 
occur within the next 5 years.  

09/--/0007 12.06.21 Discussion of sidewalk expansion on SW Seneca Street and SW 
Nyberg Street. 

SW Seneca Street is an atypical Right-of-Way as it would require an 
agreement with the city, as well as coordination with the adjacent 
White Lot. Any removal of parking within this area will be a concern.  

Nyberg Rivers Trail system is a 12-foot-wide pathway system that 
leads to SW Seneca Street. There is potential to tie into this extra 
wide sidewalk system. 

SW Nyberg Street will not have same challenges as SW Seneca 
Street because it is a drive through street. Constraints with 
incorporating wayfinding and increasing sidewalk widths will most 
likely be constraints of adjacent private property. 
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Meeting No. 10 – Conversation with Charlie Sitton, The Century 
Hotel 

Date Wednesday, January 5, 2022 

Time 12:30 PM – 12:45 PM  

Place Phone Call 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Charlie Sitton -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
10/--/0001 01.05.22 Proposed Veterans Memorial site is dark are where homeless 

people gather. 

The homeless people swim in Lake when weather is hot when 
people are dining at restaurant. 

Homeless people move from proposed Veterans Memorial site to 
library to the market adjacent to Lee’s Kitchen.  

Check with City and/or Gospel Mission to confirm is homeless are 
still being fed near site.  

10/--/0002 01.05.22 Trees and shrubs need to be cut down to increase visibility. Cars 
were broken into in The Century Hotel lot where shrubs are tall. 
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Low vegetation allows more light and less people hiding. 

10/--/0003 01.05.22 Parking is not an issue for the Hotel due to having private parking 
lot adjacent to Tualatin Road.  

South of SW Nyberg Street there is shared parking but there is 
typically ample parking.  

Restaurant parking is adequate. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Meeting No. 11 – Conversation with Cathy Holland, CCIO Board 

Date Wednesday, January 5, 2022 

Time 12:30 PM – 12:45 PM  

Place Phone Call 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 1 – Research and Analysis: Scope of Work 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Cathy Holland -- tualatincommercialcio@gmail.com 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
11/--/0001 01.05.22 Covid has been really challenging on businesses located on the 

Lake. CCIO had a group of 400 businesses, about 1/3 have closed 
or perhaps changed how format in which they run their business.  

New problem due to covid is the lack of customers. 

11/--/0002 01.05.22 Signage needs to be improved to the Lake. Lack of signage is the 
biggest site issue. The sign off of Interstate 5 reads Commons Site, 
It should read Tualatin Commons Veterans Memorial  

Signage was developed signage consultant; at the time it was 
thought there would be a clocktower. The City purchased 
clocktower bells but could never agree upon the location. 

11/--/0003 01.05.22 Public parking signage needs to be improved; it can’t be read 
unless within very close proximity.  

People don’t know where to park on site. Parking confusion also 
stems from the amount of private parking. 
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There are unimproved gravel parking lots west of the site. Clean 
Water Services put an end to parking on these gravel lots, but they 
remain an area that has the potential for future parking 
development.  

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 01 – Forward Assist President 

Date Thursday, January 20, 2022 

Time 2:00PM – 2:30PM  

Place Tualatin Commons 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Jessel Champoux SD jessel@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
Mario Martin SD mario@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520

X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Dennis Cater FA 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
FA – Forward Assist 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
01/--/0001 01.20.22 Dennis suggests that the Veterans Memorial should connect to the 

veteran as a whole and the hardships veterans have experienced. 

01/--/0002 01.20.22 He suggests the use of flags or pedestals to represent service 
divisions and pedestals exemplifying sacrifice. Flagpoles could be 
placed at water’s edge. 

01/--/0003 01.20.22 It should be family friendly with a gathering space. The gathering 
space should be inclusive with benches and grass area. Benches 
should be placed so the sun isn’t in people’s eyes. Utilize picnic 
tables and a grassy area for kids to play. 

01/--/0004 01.20.22 Veterans’ groups hold events to teach groups how to tie flies for fly 
fishing. Could be held on site. 

01/--/0005 01.20.22 Brass plaques that exemplify Vets and show selfless service, honor, 
integrity.  
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01/--/0006 01.20.22 Make the site peaceful with quiet paths to water and seating 
area to take in Lake.  

01/--/0007 01.20.22 If railing is needed, it could have words. 

01/--/0008 01.20.22 Art piece of something in the center of the plaza to alert 
people about Veterans Memorial when entering from SW 
Nyberg and SW Seneca. 

Dennis shares idea for statue of vet showing phases through 
life – civilian, military aspects. 

DESCISIONS: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION DECISION BY 
01/--/0009 01.20.22 Dennis suggests meeting at 4 pm on 2/17 

with Forward Assist group.  

SD to bring aerial map and trace paper and 
existing site photos.  

TEAM 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 02 – Local Veterans 

Date Thursday, January 20, 2022 

Time 3:30PM – 4:30PM  

Place Tualatin Community Park Picnic Shelter 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X May Lui SD may@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Rain Butler SD rain@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
X Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060 
X Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X Jesse Thompson --  -- 
X Ed Contreras -- -- 
X Tony Rizzutto -- -- 
X Joe Baney -- -- 
X Len Sehaber -- -- 
X Dale Potts -- -- 
X Joe Lipscomb -- -- 
X Dale Lembke -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
02/--/0001 01.20.22 Honor: 

 Seasonal flags 
 Service member sculptures with equal representation of 

men and women 
 Gold star families, creating space for solitude 
 Honors people such as Rosey the Riveter 

02/--/0002 01.20.22 Connection: 
 Storyboards with QR codes located on as many resources 

as possible. QR codes could link to vet stories, videos, 
books, library, museum. 
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 Memorial walk that is gender inclusive 
 Circle seating and event space 
 Place to spend time and sit 
 Educational value 
 Visitor sign in 

02/--/0003 01.20.22 Experience: 
 Open space for large gatherings 
 Temporary or permeant seating 
 Pavers 
 Labyrinth 
 Flexible/multi-use 
 Destination Spot 
 Monthly community event 
 Picnic tables 
 Tourist attraction 
 Flexible tables and chairs 
 Audio/video material with storage for equipment 

01.20.22 Timeless: 
 Don’t use metal and concrete. Go with more natural 

features such as rock, trees and water.  
 Include a list of wars/plaques/pylons with QR codes. 
 Include a feature that is representative of people in the 

wars.  
 Allow space for expansion of park and expansion of war 

timeline or list. 
 Audio tours. 

02/--/0005 01.20.22 Shared Values: 
 Include sculptures of people.  
 Utilize the existing brick planters for sculpture. 
 Show military helping, for example a sculpture of a soldier 

reaching down to a child 
 Show military engaged in a non-war service, for example 

helping after a disaster or feeding homeless 
 Utilize storyboards. 

02/--/0006 01.20.22 Engagement: 
 Create area for event space use 
 Place tables along the Lake. 
 Create a space that is educational about history. 
 Create and entrance at SW Seneca with an engaging 

sculpture.  
 Incorporate street flags, utilize to pull people in from 

adjacent streets and for wayfinding. 
 Include a globe. 
 Include logos that represent the 6 military branches. 
 Label the tables for use as a meeting place. 
 Incorporate a walking timeline on the ground with pavers.  

02/--/0007 01.20.22 Final Thoughts: 
 Water feature or sculpture on land that shoots into the 

water.  
 Flag in the water with a water feature that is lit.  
 Lights in the water. 
 Connection throughout the entire space. 
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 Engaging space. 
 Strong visual character.  
 Wayfinding that ties into adjacent amenity spaces, walking 

paths.  
 Make sure site is visible across the Lake. 
 Create an Honor Walk that is accessible to all. 
 Create a wide circulation path for access.  
 Include plants and trees as an attraction, such as 

Japanese Cherry Trees. 
 Tie into adjacent walkways.  
 Connect to the library.  

02/--/0008 01.20.22 Comments that don’t align with Phase 1 public guidance: 
 9 flag progression 
 Include a history of different locations. 
 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 03 – Youth Advisory Committee 

Date Thursday, January 20, 2022 

Time 6:00PM – 6:30PM 

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X May Lui SD may@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Rain Butler SD rain@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064
Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

X Julie Ludeman TPR jludeman@tualatin.gov 503.691.3082 
X Oliva Berck YAC -- -- 
X Hannah Labhart YAC -- -- 
X Simon Phipps YAC -- -- 
X Avery Walters YAC -- -- 
X Parker Johnson YAC -- -- 
X Noah Gilbertson YAC -- -- 
X Lucy Austin YAC -- -- 
X Ava March YAC -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
YAC – Youth Advisory Committee  

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
03/--/0001 01.20.22 Honor: 

 Lighting element in the water is a successful way to 
connect people with each other and to their environment. 

03/--/0002 01.20.22 Connection: 
 Seating area with trees allows for ability to gather in small 

groups while still being a part of the community. 
Image with roses in grass is liked. Symbolic gestures are 
liked.  

03/--/0003 01.20.22 Experience: 
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 Colorful trees will draw people in. It is something people 
would want to capture and take photos of.  

 Idea of incorporating art is liked. 
 Word use is engaging and can bring additional meaning to 

space.  
 Light and color can help to create a beautiful space. 
 Light feature and trees would be cool.  

03/--/0004 01.20.22 Shared Values: 
 Theme of water is liked. 
 Somewhere to walk to will help create community. 
 Walkway and water provide beauty and opportunity to 

enjoy wildlife. (Mentioned watching ducks.) 
 Image with path into water is liked.  
 Walking and moving helps you get a different perspective 

on things and aids in stress relief.  
 Capitalize and utilize existing Lake. This can help to 

connect the Memorial to the overall site.  

03/--/0005 01.20.22 Engagement: 
 Seating circle could support group gatherings. It enhances 

the ability to talk with large groups of people and can be 
flexible in use.  

 Grass is a great hangout spot and can be used for picnic 
area. Like path to allow walking around the grass area. 

 Tiered seating area is liked. It allows people to hangout but 
not impede on other people or circulation. It is also a great 
space for concerts. 

 Participants like the idea of both small intimate areas as 
well as large gathering areas and walking areas to create a 
holistic site.  

03/--/0006 01.20.22 Timeless 
 Can’t go wrong with a row of trees. Participants gravitate 

toward the Cherry tree allee. 
 Flowering trees are nice when walking and help to create 

experience.  
 Incorporate seasonal interest. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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A. Call to Order – The Tualatin Parks Advisory Committee Chair will Chair the Meeting 
 
B. Veterans Memorial/Plaza Focus Group 

1. Welcome & Introductions 
 

2. Overview of Prior Planning 
a. Multi-phase planning process 
b. Who is honored 
c. What it’s about 
d. What it’s not 
e. Site location 
 

3. Site Design Process, Location & Schedule 
 

4. Design Themes & Objectives 
a. Honor 
b. Experience 
c. Shared Values 
d. Connection 
e. Timeless 
f. Engagement 

 
5. Site Design Discussion, Input, Ideas & Thoughts 

 
6. Questions/Comments 

 
C. Adjournment 

MEETING NOTICE & AGENDA 
 

A JOINT MEETING OF THE 
TUALATIN PARK ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

and ARTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
February 8, 2022 - 6:00 pm 

 
Virtual Meeting 

To join by phone: 
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) 

Meeting ID: 833 4529 4437 
To join by video: 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83345294437 
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Members Present: 
 
  Park Advisory Committee Denise Cline, Beth Dittman, Brandon Gill, Emma Gray 
 
  Art Advisory Committee Janet Steiger Carr, Mason Hall, Brett Hamilton, Dawn Upton 
 
 
Staff Present: Ross Hoover, Parks and Recreation Director 
 Rich Mueller, Parks Planning and Development Manager 

Julie Ludemann, Recreation Manager 
Kyla Cesca, Office Coordinator 

 
Project Consultants: Kealin Freund, Shapiro/Didway 
 Nate Otani, Shapiro/Didway 
  May Liu, Shapiro/Didway 
 
Public Present: None 
 
 
A. Call to Order 
Tualatin Parks Advisory Committee Chair Beth Dittman called the meeting to order at 6:03 pm and 
welcomed members. Beth gave a brief project introduction and led attendees through introductions.  

 
Rich Mueller recapped the previous steps of the veteran’s memorial planning process that resulted in 
core themes & objectifies, who is honored and site selection. He introduced the planning consultants 
Kealin Freund and Nate Otani from Shapiro Didway. 
 
B. Veterans Memorial/Plaza Focus Group 
Kealin Freund began the presentation with a quick overview of the agenda for the meeting followed by 
a recap of the previous planning process. Kealin shared her screen to show in detail what the 
community determined though the previous planning that included: 
• Design Themes & Objectives 

o Honor  
 All military members and branches, military family members, hidden heroes and 

honor peace not war. 
o Experience 
o Shared Values 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

AJOINT MEETING OF THE 
TUALATIN PARK ADVISORY COMMITTEE  

& ARTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
February 8, 2022 - 6:00 pm 

 
Virtual Meeting 
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o Connection 
o Timeless 
o Engagement 

 
Kealin then asked attendees if they had any questions or comments. A brief discussion followed with 
ideas on how to honor peace instead of war from Mason Hall. Janet Steiger Carr shared artwork ideas 
inkling a labyrinth walk with poetry walk to honor veterans and values they tie to. Rich Mueller 
mentioned that community input is providing information that the community may be looking at a 
veteran’s plaza, rather than memorial as a name should be considered. Advisory members present 
agreed on this idea. Kealin indicated that exploring naming options that fit the themes and objectives 
will be part of the community engagement process.  

 
Kealin shared the project timeline and recapped the site selection process that concluded with the east 
side of Tualatin Commons selected as the preferred location. Kealin discussed details about the site 
and the site concept diagram, and asked attendees to share thoughts, ideas and input about the site.   
• Mason Hall said he likes that it is on the water and how that ties into the idea of reflection, and that 

the foliage is calming and peaceful. 
• Emma Gray pointed out that this is a well-established community gather place that will draw people 

to this space.  
• Beth Dittman agreed with Emma and pointed out this is an open area with multiple access points 

and a lot of pedestrian flow.  
• Denise Cline likes the shape of the space and how it allows for different areas, and she likes the 

water and the quietness of the space.  
 
Kealin moved to the next presentation slide sharing inspirational images for discussion purpose of 
initiating design ideas. She asked committee members to share their thoughts for this space. 
• Denise Cline shared she liked the round seating area to encourage people to stay longer by siting 

and talking. 
• Emma Gray also likes the circular seating area for multiple uses and how it might tie into a circular 

labyrinth. She mentioned that the Washington DC WWII memorial use of water was inspirational. 
She would like to see the use of native plantings that smell good. 

• Brett Hamilton also likes the circular seating area that can accommodate many people and 
encourage gathering. He is concerned that words are not timeless and would be difficult to select or 
might become offensive in the future.  

• Janet Steiger Carr expressed that if the right words are chosen it could honor the themes. Further 
discussion led to the idea of interactive art.  

• Denise Cline pointed out that words are limiting and cannot cover all the feelings and experiences 
this area will encompass. 

• Brandon Gill would like to make sure the space is inclusive and accessible, including multiple 
languages.  

• Mason Hall also likes the circle and how it reflects the themes and objectives. 
• Beth Dittman shared the idea of a magic concert.  
 

Kealin thanked everyone for their input and mentioned how the thoughts shared tie back into the 
themes and objectives. She then explained the next steps of the planning process and invited 
everyone to attend the open houses, and invite others as well. Rich Muller also thanks everyone for 
sharing their thoughts during the meeting. 

 
B. Adjournment 
Chair Beth Dittman adjourned the meeting at 7:03 pm. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 04 – VFW 

Date Monday, February 7, 2022 

Time 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
-- Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
-- Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
-- May Lui SD may@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
-- Rain Butler SD rain@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
X Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060 
-- Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X John Knippers VFW -- -- 
15 VFW Members VFW -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
YAC – Youth Advisory Committee  

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
04/--/0001 02.07.22 4 page presentation was distributed. 3 poster boards were 

on display at tables and the entrance wall. Rich and Ross 
distributed handouts as members arrived and visited the 
tables to discuss the project as members seated 
themselves. 

The meeting chair, John Knippers, allowed Rich and Ross 
to give a brief presentation about the prior planning and 
current planning stage. Rich encouraged members to 
provide ideas, comments and input about the site design.  

04/--/0002 02.07.22 Honor: 
 No comments. 

04/--/0003 02.07.22 Connection: 
 Small plaza area for gathering 
 Picnic tables and benches 
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04/--/0004 02.07.22 Experience: 
 Water feature(s) and fountains 
 Lighting to enhance security and path lighting for walking 

in the evening 

04/--/0005 02.07.22 Shared Values: 
 No Comments. 

04/--/0006 02.07.22 Engagement: 
 Artistic statue(s) having service and community connection 

emphasis 
 View of the Lake 
 Open view to Splash Pad 

04/--/0007 02.07.22 Timeless 
 Nice landscaping with shade 
 Flower bed/ garden area 

04/--/0008 02.07.22 Comments that don’t align with Phase 1 public guidance 
 Pavers with names on them 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 05 – TPARK + TAAC 

Date Tuesday, February 7, 2022 

Time 6:00PM – 7:00PM 

Place Virtual 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
X Kealin Freund SD kealin@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X Nate Otani SD nate@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
X May Lui SD may@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Rain Butler SD rain@shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
X Rich Mueller TPR rmueller@tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
X Ross Hoover TPR rhoover@tualatin.gov 503.691.3060 
X Kyla Cesca TPR kcesca@tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
X Julie Ludeman TPR jludeman@tualatin.gov 503.691.3082 
X Beth Dittman TPARK 
X Brandon Gill TPARK 
X Emma Gray TPARK 
X Denise Cline TPARK 
X Mason Hall TAAC 
X Janet Steiger Carr TAAC 
X Brett Hamilton TAAC 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 
TPARK – Tualatin Parks Advisory Committee 
TAAC – Tualatin Arts Advisory Committee 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
05/--/0001 02.07.22 TPR + SD give introduction and recap of prior project phases, 

explaining phase 1 of project and community input of 90 
community members that determined who the Memorial should 
honor and the 5 core themes and objections, as well as what the 
Memorial should NOT be.  

Discussion of site name. 10% of vets see combat, 90% don’t. 
Veterans Plaza is being considered as potential name. 
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05/--/0002 onor: 
 Support for Veteran’s Plaza name change is e pressed. 

05/--/0003 02.07.22 Connection: 
 Diversity connects all but be careful of inclusivity and 

incorporating language as use of words are changing. 
 urther support for care around type of words used  yet it 

is e pressed that words can increase connection and 
emotions.  

 Words must be timeless. 
 Use seating that can be utilized for individual or community 

use. 
 Opportunity for people to stumble upon site. 
 Create a community venue. 

05/--/0004 02.07.22 E perience: 
 Allow for full ADA accessibility on site. 
 Easily accessible and multi-layered e perience where 

individuals can find spaces to retreat. 
 Use of plants that engage the senses, such as daphne, 

jasmine, honeysuckle. 
 Incorporate artistic element into Lake. 
 Tie design into all 5 of the senses. 
 A reflective space that honors peace and sacrifice. 
 Use water as visual and sound element. 

05/--/0005 02.07.22 Shared Values: 
 Incorporate use of poetry to tie into storytelling. 
 Temporary art installation 
 Include different languages/braille. 
 e inclusive and diverse, include Native people and Native 

lands. 

05/--/0006 02.07.22 Engagement: 
 Make site features multifunctional, such as the Eugene 

Story Telling ench which is a bench with a sculpture of an 
older person telling story to child. 

 A labyrinth is also suggested as a site feature, can be used 
as plaza space but also meditative feature when site 
doesn’t have events occurring.  

 Use of site elements, such as a labyrinth, that appears 
when site is wet or raining out. 

 Use plaza as opportunity to pull additional business to 
Tualatin Commons site. 

 Interactive water feature. The sound of water is discussed 
as soothing and engaging. 

 Create a space to establish community gathering. 
 Shape of site allows to separate areas to be designed. 
 Integrate seating on site. 
 Tie into splash pad, located across Lake. 

05/--/0007 02.07.22 Timeless 
 Water and connection to nature is liked, feels peaceful, 

reflective, serene. 
 Use foliage to create a natural setting. 
 Circle form is inclusive, powerful and creates a sense of 

closure. 
 Support for use of native plantings. 
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 Conversation about DC Memorial that was visited, design 
was very simple yet incredibly emotional. It did not use 
words as that may be off point for someone who held a 
different experience.  

 Intentional, less is more, simple approach. 

05/--/0008 02.07.22 Links shared via chat: 
 Labyrinth example: 

https://www.myrecordjournal.com/News/Town-
Times/Durham-Middlefield-News/NWSLabyrinths-TT-
082021.html#gallery-1  

 Concrete Patterns that appear with water: 
https://weburbanist.com/2013/11/26/slab-of-secrets-
hidden-concrete-patterns-appear-with-water/  

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Focus Group Meeting No. 06 – Forward Assist 

Date Thursday, ebruary 17, 2022 

Time 4:00PM –5:45PM 

Place Vanguard rewery, Gallery Style Set Up 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
 ealin reund SD kealin shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Nate Otani SD nate shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 May Lui SD may shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Rain utler SD rain shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
 Mario Martin SD mario shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Rich Mueller TPR rmueller tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 

Ross oover TPR rhoover tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
yla Cesca TPR kcesca tualatin.gov 503.691.3062

 Dennis A -- -- 
 rian A -- -- 
 Steve A -- -- 
 rett A -- -- 
 im A -- -- 
 ames A -- -- 
 Steve A -- -- 
 Don A -- -- 
 Michael A -- -- 
 Ed A -- -- 
 ohn A -- -- 
 ob A -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

A – orward Assist 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
06/--/0001 02.17.22 onor: 

 Represent both combat and non-combat veterans. 
 Plan for future veterans. 
 onor family members, parents, particularly mothers. 
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 onor the National Guard and the Oregon Guard. 
 Include nurses/medics. 

06/--/0002 Connection: 
Show different demographics shown from different wars. 

06/--/0003 02.17.22 E perience: 
 Provide plaques or statues at entry points. 
 Statues are desired. 
 Symbolic statues desired for educational purposes. 
 Reflection gardens are desired. 
 Incorporate audio/visual connections for educational 

purposes. 
 Signage to welcome people to the Veterans Plaza. 
 Use flags for wayfinding, lining pathway to draw people in. 
 Include statue/flags at dead-end streets to bring people in. 

06/--/0004 02.17.22 Shared Values: 
 onor the Medal of onor recipients from Oregon or 

County. 
 lags of POW, MIA and Service lags 

06/--/0005 02.17.22 Engagement: 
 Incorporate active space 
 Provide seating facing Lake or outward from the space 
 Main area should encourage recreation for family with kids. 

Include grass, picnic tables, trees for shade, covered area 
for gathering. 

 Covered shelter is desired. 
 Concrete plaza is desired. 
 Water feature is desired. 
 Include a dock to fish off. 
 Create gathering areas for events. 
 Design to allow for school field trips to occur here. 
 Interactive statues. 
 Include Amphitheatre as gathering space for 50-100 

people. 
 Create a fle ible where movable furniture can be used. 

06/--/0006 02.17.22 Timeless 
 Uplifting, tranquil space for solitude 
 Incorporate water 
 Include natural elements, such as boulders. 
 Use lots of vegetation to create peaceful environment 

06/--/0007 02.17.22 Other Memorials mentioned 
 orean War Memorial in DC – statues convey e perience of 

soldiers in combat very effectively. 
 orean War Memorial in Wilsonville has multi-use space. It 

is a memorial but has additional space for active use, 
families, and kids to play.  

 Tyrone S. Woods in Oregon City – circular form of trees is 
liked, likes how the site also includes playground area, 
obstacle course, dog run.  

06/--/0008 02.17.22 Comments that don’t align with Phase 1 public guidance 
 Show statistics on the number of people who have been 

killed in the Marines. 
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 Include statistics and dates; list all the wars and casualties 
 A wall of names of war casualties 
 The Oregon City Memorial is emotional and very nice. 
 Bricks to honor names. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Public Open House No. 01 – Friday Open House 

Date riday, ebruary 18, 2022 

Time 11:30-1:30 PM 

Place Tualatin Commons Site 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
 ealin reund SD kealin shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Nate Otani SD nate shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 May Lui SD may shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Rain utler SD rain shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
 Mario Martin SD mario shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Rich Mueller TPR rmueller tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 
 Ross oover TPR rhoover tualatin.gov 503.691.3060 
 yla Cesca TPR kcesca tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
 Noelia Ruiz LS -- 
 Shiyra LS -- 
 Carey  ack -- -- -- 
 Elizabeth -- -- -- 
 Dale -- -- -- 
 Analilia -- -- -- 
 Abdulla -- -- -- 
 arlene -- -- -- 
 Michelle -- -- -- 
 Randy -- -- -- 
 Rick -- -- -- 
 Anh -- -- -- 
 ev -- -- -- 
 Reese -- -- -- 
 Chris -- -- -- 
 Omar -- -- -- 
 Apolinar -- -- -- 
 Sinclair -- -- -- 
 Tracee -- -- -- 
 ohn -- -- -- 
 Lorrie -- -- -- 
 Mike -- -- -- 
 en -- -- -- 
 Debbie -- -- -- 
 Tim -- -- -- 
 Rocky -- -- -- 
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 Don -- -- -- 
 ulie -- -- -- 
 Rosy -- -- -- 
 Caitlyn -- -- -- 
 Susan -- -- -- 
 George -- -- -- 
 en -- -- -- 
 Mike -- -- -- 
 Phil -- -- -- 
 Rick -- -- -- 
 Debbie -- -- -- 
 David -- -- -- 
 Scott -- -- -- 
 ariene -- -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

LS – ridging Language Services 

Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
01/--/0001 02.18.22 There were appro imately 45-50 people in attendance for riday’s 

Open ouse event. Not everyone at the event was willing to sign in 
and share personal contact information. Input was tracked via use 
of comment cards, as well as informal conversations with SD staff. 
Comment cards can be found in the appendi . 

Two translators, from ridging Language Services, were available 
and on-site for the entirety of the Open ouse to provide 
opportunity for Spanish speaking engagement.  

01/--/0002 02.18.22 onor: 
 Remember Tualatin military members who died in service. 
 Include outreach for troubled veterans. 
 onor each branch of military. 
 onor fallen heroes. 
 Represent women veterans. 
 Recognize hidden heroes. 
 Utilize a R code that can be scanned that leads to 

resources to teach people how their family lineage is tied 
to the military.  

01/--/0003 02.18.22 Connection: 
 Create a space for children to learn about veterans. 
 Use flags to draw people into the site. 
 Incorporate signage. 

01/--/0004 02.18.22 E perience: 
 Include a climbing wall. 
 Include a flower garden. 
 Design a poppy garden. 
 Enhance water quality. 
 Use bricks. 
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 eep ducks away. 
 Create a peaceful tranquil space. 
 ountain with sound. 
 Create a place of tranquility. 
 Create a garden vibe that is rela ing. 
 Include a water feature. 
 Incorporate a water feature. 
 Make the space safe for families. 
 Include a water feature with white noise. 
 Incorporate a fountain. 
 Consult with PTSD professional to determine what are the 

best features to provide peace and solitude. 
 Incorporate a playground. 
 Incorporate rocks that can be climbed by kids. 
 Create a calming and peaceful space. 
 Incorporate a sculpture, such as a globe or tree. 

01/--/0005 02.18.22 Shared Values: 
 Play down the wars but honor people who helped, people 

at home and women who built the ships. Recognize the 
worker. Include everyone.  

 Use plaques, signage sculptures to show history of 
veterans. 

 Include an art feature. 
 Create a place that promotes peace and doesn’t glorify war 

or conflict. 
 Incorporate a sculpture, such as an old helicopter. 
 Create an area for shared values, like in the picture, with 

benches to rela  and chat. 
 Use inspirational words. 
 Emphasize peace and families. 
 e inclusive in honoring every era, every branch, be 

inclusive of different military e periences. 
 Include sculptures. 
 Improve water quality with sculptural fountain or waterfall. 
 Include multilingual markers. 

01/--/0006 02.18.22 Engagement: 
 Include lots of seating. 
 Create a meditation area. 
 Create a calm area for benches and sharing stories. 
 Create areas for events. 
 Place benches to face water but place rocks or walls 

behind them. Some Veterans need structure to their backs 
when sitting due to PTSD issues.   

 Outdoor meeting areas. 
 Create a gathering place to walk and connect with 

benches. 
 Make a monumental plaza space. 
 Design a bridge that connects the plaza with the other side 

of the Lake. 
 Create a space for community gatherings, for picnics and 

summer activities. 
 Clean the Lake to attract more visitors. 
 Include a walkway around the Lake. 
 Remove spikey vegetation. 
 Create a space for picnic use. 
 Include walking paths. 
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 Include place to drink a cup of coffee, eat a lunch. 
 Include a place for a coffee van. 
 Include several small areas to sit and contemplate, as well 

as a larger area for gatherings. 
 Create a quiet area directly across from the Lake that is 

landscaped where one can enjoy the view of the 
splashpad, Lake view, and birds.  

 Create a space that can function both as a gathering space 
and an intimate space. 

 Allow for circulation through site. 
 Include covered areas for use in rainy season. 
 Allow for storytelling. 
 Make sure plaza is ADA accessible and usable for 

wheelchairs. 
 Create a space for reflection, sitting, places to eat and 

drink. 
 Create private spaces for small groups. 
 Create a venue to hold public community events. 
 Include a fountain. 

01/--/0007 02.18.22 Timeless 
 Use water and rocks. 
 Add more vegetation. 
 Include green areas with trees and flowers that beautify the 

city and good for the environment. Landscaping should be 
full of life and green, include fountains and large stones. 

 Use durable materials. 

01/--/0008 02.18.22 Comments that don’t align with Phase 1 public guidance 
 Use bricks with veterans’ names. 
 Wall with names. 
 Path with tiles with names of Veteran’s families. 
 Path with tiles with Veteran’s family names, sell the tiles. 
 Include a list of Tualatin Veterans who have died in war. 
 Recognize the US Coast Guard. 

Please contact Shapiro Didway if there are any additions or corrections to the information and statements 
contained herein. It is understood that all attendees agree with the content of this document if a response is 
not received by Shapiro Didway within (7) days of the date of the preparation of this document. 

Respectfully submitted by Shapiro Didway, LLC. 
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Public Open House No. 2 – Saturday Open House 

Date Saturday, ebruary 19, 2022 

Time 11:30-1:30 PM 

Place Tualatin Commons Site 

Project 21038 – RC – TUL – Veterans Memorial Concept Design 

Task 2 – Programming and Design Options 

Attendees 

PRESENT NAME CO./ORG. EMAIL PHONE 
 ealin reund SD kealin shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Nate Otani SD nate shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 May Lui SD may shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 

Rain utler SD rain shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520
 Mario Martin SD mario shapirodidway.com 503.232.0520 
 Rich Mueller TPR rmueller tualatin.gov 503.691.3064 

Ross oover TPR rhoover tualatin.gov 503.691.3060
 yla Cesca TPR kcesca tualatin.gov 503.691.3062 
 Noelia Ruiz LS -- 
 Shiyra LS -- 
 Mike -- -- -- 
 Trevor -- -- -- 
 Robert -- -- -- 
 Lisa -- -- -- 
 ack -- -- -- 
 Marissa -- -- -- 
 anet -- -- -- 
 en -- -- -- 
 essica -- -- -- 
 Vy -- -- -- 
 rysten -- -- -- 
 Rosalba -- -- -- 

SD – Shapiro Didway, LLC 
TPR – Tualatin Parks and Recreation 

LS – ridging Language Services 
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Meeting Minutes 

GENERAL: 

MTG. NO. /REF./ITEM DATE DESCRIPTION 
02/--/0001 02.19.22 There were appro imately 15-20 people in attendance for 

Saturday’s Open ouse event. Not everyone at the event was 
willing to sign in and share personal contact information. Input was 
tracked via use of comment cards, as well as informal 
conversations with SD staff. Comment cards can be found in the 
appendi .  

Two translators, from ridging Language Services, were available 
and on-site for the entirety of the Open ouse to provide 
opportunity for Spanish speaking engagement.  

02/--/0002 02.19.22 onor: 
 

02/--/0003 02.19.22 Connection: 
 Don’t call it Veterans Memorial Park , but instead have a 

feature that highlights the service and sacrifice of veterans. 
 Create a social media presence so people know about the 

site. 
 Incorporate signage. 

02/--/0004 02.19.22 E perience: 
 Water feature is essential, provides ambient noise. 
 Include lighting. 
 Create a thought-provoking space that is family friendly, 

where children and families can gather and is also inviting 
and safe. 

 Include a 200-foot totem. 
 Plant deciduous trees among evergreen trees. 
 Include abstract art. 
 Provide visual screen from Lee’s itchen. 
 Use repetitious patterns to create a progressive and 

wandering e perience. 
 Use deciduous trees for shade. 
 Include audio features that can tell a story via a R code. 

Perhaps istorical Society will contribute to a site feature 
like this.  

 ave veterans commit to help maintain plantings. 
 Include edible plantings and native plants. 
 In regard to PTSD, research how a psychologist would 

recommend making a PTSD safe site, i.e., a calming site. 
 Include playground. 
 Create a butterfly garden. 
 Include an eternal light for those we’ve lost. 
 Incorporate use of words. 
 Create a space to have quiet reflection. 
 Include a collection site for old flags for proper disposal 
 Light flags 24 hours a day. 
 Put fish in the pond. 
 Create a safe place for everyone. 
 Clean the Lake. 
 eep some of the e isting trees on site. 
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 Create a calm space such as a poppy garden. 
 Include a labyrinth for meditative purposes. Create a space 

for mindfulness and health. 
 There is already a water feature on site. 
 Include educational component for small children. 
 Include some interactive activities. 
 Create a calming place that feels welcoming to all. 

Somewhere to remember those who work hard for their 
loved ones.  

02/--/0005 02.19.22 Shared Values: 
 Create a family-oriented site. 
 Include Hispanic and Aboriginal recognition. 
 Create a space for all types of people. 

02/--/0006 02.19.22 Engagement: 
 Create a permanent structure for the Farmer’s market. See 

example at market/restaurant area on Kruse Way and 
Corman Drive in Lake Oswego. 

 Site needs destination to activate. The site could act as 
Tualatin’s downtown. Site needs activation at all hours of 
the day. 

 Allow for space for storytelling. 
 Include space for active play for kids, such as climbing 

walls, play shapes like ships and vehicles. 
 Include circular seating space. 
 Incorporate space to walk around. 
 Create a seating space to admire nature. 
 Tie into the Tualatin Walk exploration. 
 Clean up the Lake water. 
 Provide ample benches. 

02/--/0007 02.19.22 Timeless 
 Include native and natural vegetation. Make the form of the 

water more natural. 
 Use deciduous trees for shelter. 
 Include walking paths. 
 Include picnic areas. 
 Use anti-graffiti surfaces. 
 Use grass, stone, and low walls. 
 Line the walkways with plantings. 
 Include greenspaces that utilize natural elements. 
 Include a tree of life, such as a Douglas Fir. 
 Incorporate nature. 
 Planting cherry blossoms will make the site feel more 

welcoming, as well as fit in with a memorial space. In Asian 
countries, cherry blossoms represent renewal, as well as 
the nature of life. Cherry blossoms bloom for a short 
amount of time, which is why people tie them closely to 
living in the moment.  

 Include plenty of trees. 

02/--/0008 02.19.22 Comments that don’t align with Phase 1 public guidance 
 Include cell tower to bring money in 
 Use bricks with names, to raise money for the project. 
 Flags for different branches. 
 Honor schoolteachers, not vets. 
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Community outreach and engagement report 

Project: Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and recognition 

Prepared by Bridging Language Services 

Community outreach and flyer distribution 

On Saturday, February 12, from 11:30am - 2:30pm, Bridging Language staff spoke and 
distributed flyers to one hundred seven people at Tualatin Commons Lake, the Public Library, 
and the surrounding area. 

Some of the people we spoke with at Tualatin Commons Lake were Veterans themselves. They 
were happy to hear about the Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and recognition 
project. 
They shared with us that they have heard about it in the past and have participated in the initial 
conversations. 

They were happy to hear that the City of Tualatin Parks and Recreation Department continues 
to follow thru with the project by engaging the community in conversations for the Veterans 
Memorial Plaza to become a reality. 

About 25% of the people we spoke with are non-Tualatin residents who live in nearby towns and 
visit Tualatin Commons Lake often. 

About 25% of the people we spoke with were Spanish-speaking, the rest, were English 
speaking. 

We also spoke with the owners of the following businesses and left flyers at their location: 

Juan Colorado Restaurant 
La Barca Mexican Store 
Rosie's Restaurant 

Phone calls invites 

On February 17, 2022, Bridging Language contacted 72 Spanish-speaking community members 
from Las Casitas area. Las Casitas is an area located on SW 67 th and SW 68th Avenues in 
Tualatin, OR predominately inhabited by a large Spanish-speaking community.  
Phone calls were made to share information about the project and to invite the community to 
attend Open House # 1 and Open House # 2 on February 18 and February 19, 2022 at Tualatin 
Commons Lake. 
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Open Houses # 1 & 2 

Open house # 1 February 18 at Tualatin Commons Lake 
In collaboration with Shapiro Didway, Open House # 1 was hosted at Tualatin Commons Lake, 
at the actual site of the Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and recognition. 
Bridging Language staff, alongside Shapiro Didway staff, engaged in conversations with the 
community about the design alternatives for the Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and 
recognition. 
A timeline of the project was posted, as well as a map of the site, key themes, and 
conversational imagery. 
Comments cards were completed by the participants. 
A predominant number of the attendees were English speaking.  
The event was well attended. 

Open house # 2 February 19 at Tualatin Commons Lake 
In collaboration with Shapiro Didway, Open House # 2 was hosted at Tualatin Commons Lake, 
at the actual site of the Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and recognition. 
Bridging Language staff, alongside Shapiro Didway staff, engaged in conversations with the 
community about the design alternatives for the Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and 
recognition. 
A timeline of the project was posted, as well as a map of the site, key themes, and 
conversational imagery. 
Comments cards were completed by the participants. 
A predominant number of the attendees were English speaking.  
The weather was not in our favor, resulting in less participants than the day before. 

Phone calls to Spanish-speaking community to gather input and comments on comment 
cards. 

On February 25 and February 28, Bridging Language staff contacted the Spanish-speaking 
community by phone to gather their input about Veterans Memorial/Plaza: A place of honor and 
recognition. 
Their response was positive and they were willing to participate and share their ideas. 
They were pleased to hear that the City of Tualatin values their input and participation, and that 
additional efforts are being made to make sure their voice is heard. 
Their comments were recorded in a Google spreadsheet and shared with Shapiro Didway staff 
for the information to be consolidated into one master report. 
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS MEMORIAL / PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR + RECOGNITION
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS MEMORIAL / PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR + RECOGNITION
Who the memorial should honor?

Themes + Objectives

Honor
To show respect and 
regard for.

• All military service members & branches
• Military family members
• Freedom & peace, not war
• Hidden heroes (civilian support)

Connection
Sense of community 
and belonging; feeling 
that one matters; 
commitment to one 
another.

• Recognizing all who have served & sacrificed 
• Honors families & others affected
• Empathy & understanding for veterans 
• Experiences
• Celebrates community

Experience
Connection to the 
space by engaging 
the senses.

• Welcoming to all
• Sense of peace & memory
• Focus on positive, not violence
• Does not celebrate war
• Interactive & engaging

Shared Values
Common beliefs, ethics, 
concepts or principles 
that are important and 
lasting.

Outreach responses gathered from the community also gave clear guidance on who and what the memorial is not. 
Public comments stated that the Veterans Memorial should not:

• Emphasize war or glorify violence in any manner and should focus on service and positive messaging.
• Be focused on providing large amounts of information, but should focus on being an inclusive space,
welcoming.

Now we need your input to determine how the Veterans Memorial key themes and objectives shape the site design!

• Service
• Respect
• Sacrifice
• Inclusive/diversity
• Honor

Timeless
Considers the past, present 
and future; has relevance 
for generations; can 
change over time; remains 
adaptable.

• Honors military service
• Includes past, present & future
• Adaptable & able to evolve
• Peaceful conflict resolution

Engagement
Captures attention and 
promotes active 
interaction with visitors.

• Space for events & gatherings
• Space for benches, picnic tables & 

trails
• Encourages conversation & storytelling
• Space for active recreation
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS MEMORIAL / PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR + RECOGNITION
Aerial Imagery

NORTH
NORTE

Project Boundary
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

CITY OF TUALATIN’S VETERANS MEMORIAL / PLAZA: A PLACE OF HONOR + RECOGNITION

Symbolic

Community

Area for connection Engaging Adaptable Experience

Shared Values

UnderstandingSpace for gathering

Calming sounds

Imagery is for conversational purposes only, not determined features for site.
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN 
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Enero - Marzo 2020
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Reunión pública # 1
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Evaluaciones del sitio
Febrero – Marzo 2020 

Reunión # 2 
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partes interesadas
Reunión pública # 2
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ó

Plan Final
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Borrador del reporte
Reporte final
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Ayuntamiento

Aprobación por el Consejo 
del Ayuntamiento
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN 

¿A quién debe honrar el monumento?

Temas y Objectivos Clave

Las respuestas que se recopilaron de la comunidad también brindaron una guía clara sobre quién y qué no es el 
Monumento. Los comentarios públicos indicaron que el Monumento Conmemorativo de los Veteranos no debería:

• Enfatizar la guerra o glorificar la violencia de ninguna manera y debe centrarse en el servicio y los mensajes
positivos.

• No centrarse en proporcionar grandes cantidades de información, pero debe centrarse en ser un espacio
inclusivo y acogedor para toda la comunidad.

¡Ahora necesitamos su opinión para determinar cómo los principales temas y objetivos del Monumento Conmemorativo 
le darán forma al diseño del sitio!

Honor
Mostrar respeto y 
consideración por:

• Todos los miembros y ramas del servicio 
militar

• Familiares de militares
• Libertad y paz, no guerra
• Héroes anónimos (apoyo de civiles)

Experiencia
Conexión con el           
espacio mediante la                  
participación de los    
sentidos:

• Acogedor para todos
• Sentido de paz y recuerdos
• Se centra en lo positivo, no en la vio-

lencia
• No celebra la guerra
• Interactivo y atractivo

Valores 
Compartidos
Las creencias, ética, 
conceptos o principios 
comunes que son 
importantes y duraderos:

• Servicio
• Respeto
• Sacrificio
• Inclusivo/diverso
• Honor

Conexión
Sentido de comunidad 
y pertenencia; sentir 
que uno importa; 
compromiso del uno 
con el otro:

• Reconoce a todos aquellos que han servi-
do y se han sacrificado

• Honra a las familias y a otros afectados
• Empatía y comprensión por las experien-

cias de los veteranos
• Celebra a la comunidad

Intemporal
Considera el pasado,            
presente y futuro; tiene 
relevancia por generaciones; 
puede cambiar con el tiempo; 
sigue siendo adaptable:

• Honra el servicio militar
• Incluye el pasado, presente y futuro
• Adaptable y capaz de evolucionar
• Resolución pacífica de conflictos

Compromiso
Captura la atención 
y promueve la 
interacción activa con 
los visitantes:

• Espacio para eventos y reuniones
• Espacio para bancas, mesas de picnic, 

senderos
• Fomenta la conversación y la narración 

de historias
• Espacio para recreación activa
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN Imágenes aéreas

NORTH
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Límite del Proyecto
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VETERANS MEMORIAL/PLAZA —  FEBRUARY, 2022

MONUMENTO CONMEMORATIVO DE LOS VETERANOS / PLAZA DE HONOR Y 
RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE TUALATIN 

Simbólico

Comunidad

Área de conexión Atractivo Adaptable Experiencia

Valores compartidos

EntendimientoEspacio para reunirse

Sonidos tranquilos

Las imágenes son únicamente para propósito de conversación y no las características actuales 
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Survey No. 1
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Encuesta de conceptos de diseño de la Plaza de los VeteranosEncuesta de conceptos de diseño de la Plaza de los Veteranos

Lugar de honor y reflexión

Haga clic en el enlace de la casa abierta virtual de la Plaza de los Veteranos para ver los
conceptos de diseño.
Luego, comparta su impresión sobre los conceptos de diseño a través de la siguiente
encuesta.

1. ¿Vive o trabaja en la ciudad de Tualatin?

Sí

No

2. ¿Es veterano o familiar de un veterano?

Sí

No

3. ¿Qué opción de diseño prefiere más?

Opción 1 Opción 2 Opción 3
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4. ¿Dónde preferiría que se colocaran las placas de las ramas militares?

Respaldo de asientos Incrustados en el suelo En una roca

5. Cuéntenos por qué seleccionó la opción de diseño que eligió.

6. El contenido educativo del servicio militar se obtendrá digitalmente mediante un Código
QR a un sitio web educativo del servicio militar. ¿Qué contenido es más importante para
usted?

Veteranos locales

Información histórica

Familias de militares y apoyo civil

Diversidad militar y mujeres veteranas

Otra (por favor especifica)

7. El arte público del servicio militar se exhibirá en el lago, ¿qué prefieres?

Un solo elemento Elementos naturales Múltiples elementos

repetitivos
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Powered by

See how easy it is to create a survey.

Privacy & Cookie Notice

8. ¿Qué nombre prefieres?

Plaza de los veteranos

Monumento a los veteranos

Plaza

Otra (por favor especifica)

9. ¿Tiene algún otro comentario o pensamiento que le gustaría compartir?

Plaza de los
veteranos

Monumento a los
veteranos
Plaza

10. ¿Qué nombre prefieres?

Done
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Veterans Plaza Design Concepts SurveyVeterans Plaza Design Concepts Survey

A Place of Honor and Reflection

Please follow the link to virtual open house for the Veterans Plaza to view the concepts.
Then react to the concepts through the following survey.

1. Do you live or work in the City of Tualatin?

Yes

No

2. Are you a veteran, or a family member of a veteran?

Yes

No

3. Which design do you prefer most?

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

4. Tell us why you selected the design option you did?
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5. Where would you prefer the military branch plaques to be placed?

Seatwall Ground inlay Face of rock

6. Military service educational content will be obtained digitally using a QR code. What
content is most important to you?

Local veterans

Historical information

Military families and civilian support

Military diversity and female veterans

Other (please specify)

7. Military service public art will be displayed in the Lake, what do you prefer?

A single element Natural elements Multiple repetitive

elements

8. What name do you prefer?

Veterans Plaza

Veterans Memorial Plaza

Other (please specify)
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Powered by

See how easy it is to create a survey.

Privacy & Cookie Notice

9. Do you have any other comments or thoughts you would like to share?

10. Please share your email if you would like to receive updates about this project:

Done
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Simple

simple for maintenance purpose
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I like the rocks in the lake.  Please consider using native plants!
I like the rocks in the lake.  Please consider using native plants!
Even though I’m not sure what they are from these small diagrams, I like the idea of the rock formations in the water - hoping they will 
contain some significance.
I like both options 2 and 3!
Seems to have the most inviting atmosphere and more opportunity for shade.  The seating options seem and I like it more than the oth-
ers.
The variety of spaces and walkways. Lots of access to trees and plants.
I like more seating and more trees.
Most pleasing to the eye with natural rock features incorporated. Has more greenery to it.
More  Trees
I liked the idea of the overhead lights and it just overall seemed cozier.
Sight lines and look
I like the boulder area in the lake and landscaping components.
It looks the best. No option one! We don’t need any more stupid bird statues!
the pond
This seems like a simple, yet complex designs that would be enoyable to all. That area needs something to look at, there are already areas 
to walk and sit, we don’t need any more water features, but a rock design would be an excellent place to sit, look at and enjoy the ducks.
I like the trees with the lights. I also like their being tables with chairs and covering over those tables and chairs.
simple yet effective
I like elements of all three options. The second option has the most natural design elements for water scaping, I appreciate the “continua-
tion of the landscaping” into the water, as it’s not a beach or usable swimming lake, it makes the space feel less like a dirty pond and more 
natural.  The separate segments feel like nice smaller gathering places that allow for space, the trees throughtout add shade and segment-
ed seating (great for covid life).  I also appreciate the stringed light that is a part of the welcoming/entry, that makes the space feel like 
a party space and welcoming, drawing the eye at night.  I do want to challenge that space though.  Do we have that many places open 
into the evening in the commons?  I feel like our commons space needs more draw to bring people to a space that will have lights (for 
evening time illumination) otherwise it might be a less than ideal add to the design option.  I would almost prefer option ones design for 
that space.
I like the natural art in the lake.
Geometric shape
Two areas of art in the lake and seating close to the lake.
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Better aesthetics
It feels very welcoming- I LOVE the overhead lights.
Visual appeal
Seating area near waterfront
Bigger art pieces, entry lights would create atmosphere.
I like the individual tables out by the lake. I love the boulders in the lake feature. It seems like it has the most greenery.
I think good lighting is welcoming and I like the lighting in Option 2. Lighting is good for daytime use and when the sun goes down 
and businesses are still open as well.  I like that Option 2 seems to have the most visual space as well- I don’t think hidden or out of view 
sitting areas are good, because it’s not safe and sometimes attracts people who want to conduct “unfavorable activities” because they don’t 
think others can easily see them. We need open welcoming areas for all citizens to enjoy and feel safe using.  Thank you!
I like the rock art idea
I prefer the look of the large boulders. It gives a peaceful, yet strong look.
I enjoy how it interacts with the lake feature and prefer it’s entry treatment.
I like the natural stones including in the water and the overhead string lighting
I like the natural elements that are included.
I really like the entry (#11) on Option 2.I also like how the flexible space in in the center area. They’re all great and I like different ele-
ments.
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The pond reminds me of reflecting upon service.
Peaceful connection to space
I’m not sure you guys dond give any details. I think it still has a water park and if it does then that’s enough reason. The bigger and better 
water park we get here the better. So I can take my kids there.
Looks the most interesting and engaging. Multiple places to walk through, reflect, rest.
Like it
As a veteran that lives on the east coast option 3 is the most appealing.
Prefer the overall look and feel of what the finished space will be
It flow better and has more options to honor veterans
I just love the flow of this design
I really liked the water feature elements in this one.
I like the water features and more natural seating areas
Multiple water areas and good spots to sit and reflect.
I like the mixture/combination of Designs 1 & 2. It’s modern, yet not too modern and doesn’t look like something straight out of the 
future.
I liked how it included parts of option 1 and option 2. The circular benches where my favorite part, and i prefer a water  feature of art 
rather than the boulder art. I also like the labyrinth idea and I think that should be in a circle. Finally, I think that the reflection pool is a 
really good idea.
I really like the fountain layout
More public art, I like the idea of circular seating
I liked how their was a lot of water features and felt modern. Also how there was like a walking path too look at the military plaques.
Looked nice. Didn’t like option #2’s sharp corners. Provides more opportunity for reflection on veteran topics.
I liked having lots of seating areas, but I do like the string lights in the entrance of option two.
It has a more reflective feeling, more conducive to gathering.
Prefer the natural stone benches and fountain ideas.
The fountain area looks nice and calming
Best opportunity for design elements to honor our veterans.  Branch plaques should be displayed near entrance.
Chose because the water pool. Seems relaxing, redeeming and reflective.
I liked the main entryway with the pavers with Veteran’s names.
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Clean low obstruction and offers nice view of the lake.
It looks way more current and updated.
The seating area looks most inviting to me
I like the reflecting pool and waterfall feature as well as labyrinth.  Not so fond of in lake feature as pictured.  But hard to tell what it will 
be.
It has the best flow
I liked the water feature.
I love the water elements. But I also really love the boulder elements in option 2.
Seem like the most open space
cause water pool
very unique
I like the general layout of 3, with the reflection pool and shaded seating areas. BUT from Option 1, I like the idea of a water fountain in 
the lake. AND from Option 2, I like the entry space with the string lights for night time ambiance.
Looks more user and maintain. friendly with less intrusion into lake.  Like overall layout.
Pool of water and many art things in like.
calming, peaceful, reflection
More circular areas, more running water.
Because pool of water.
It is more aesthetically pleasing and I feel it’s a design that allows for more relaxation and contemplation; which is good for this area.
I just prefer number 3
Fountain
Love the reflection pool and stone benches in #2. Love the calming circular designs that also fit with the lake area. I like the Seneca entry 
on #1 though. I don’t care for design #2 at all. It is too many straight lines and not calming or matching the commons area design and 
flow.
Option 3 out of all 3 has the most military look after all it does have the Word Veteran its theme should be Veterans/ military related
It’s difficult to visualize a 3D space with a 2D overhead layout, so would much prefer something in 3D that I can move around in a bit to 
get a feel for how it looks.
The combination of the labyrinth & water features.
It seemed to provide more options to sit and relax.  I also liked the water (art) features in option 3.
Just felt better about it.
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My wife told me to
all 3 designs are acceptable but #3 seemed to have more reverence & honor in my opinion.
more military info, etc
Love this design, very welcoming and inclusive and fits on the plaza.
Labyrinth and walking option with the placards
The fountain
Looks like the best one and like the water pool.
Signs depicting the military branches
Like the features in this one.
More mellow. Nice gathering area.
The layout
The elements provide something for everyone.
There are parts and pieces I like from all of them. I wish I could pick my favorite parts and pieces from each. Overall I like three because 
I like all the circular patterns. I think it is inviting. I also like the lights in the walkway in concept 2. These are very popular and inviting. I 
think it also draws people in. The lighting under the benches in some of the photos is very nice.
I like to hangout
It’s better
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Ways to work with other and avoid conflict.
All
History of war and combat service.
Historical as well as diversity including Mwemorial to Women  No seals of service branches on ground or as seat backs
local vets with info about diversity and females
Combination of all of the above
All of the above
Conflict resolution
All of these
Content that emphasizes the need to abolish war and promote peaceful alternatives
Peaceful resolution to wars
Military service members and families sacrifice.
Oregon interests
Service Jobs and duties
Military service and not Military conflict
no preference
All of the above
I would like a combo of local veteran stories that shows the diversity of service members, how they served, and better yet why they 
served.
Oregon veterans and families
Peace and conflict resolution.
minority service members
Combination of military support/ civilian support for mental health and connection services.
Why can’t there be local, historical, family and civilian
Horrors of war
Services for Vets in need and how to donate to services that support them.
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Branches of service and descriptions of what they contain...such as Army: aviation, infantry, etc (with descriptions) including historical 
like Army Air Corps
1 and 2 equally important
All of it is important include all
peacemaking to avoid wars
Local veterans and military diversity & female veterans are equally important.
None
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Military Memorial Plaza
Military Service Plaza
Veterans Deserve Better
No special name. Keep it just the Tualatin Commons
I believe that depends on question #6 above. If info is more historical, then "Memorial" - but if info is more local and/or present, then no 
"Memorial". Hope that makes sense.
Tualatin Plaza
Veterans Peace Plaza
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We on the veterans memorial committee did not take into account the experience and perspective of Native Americans. In some parts 
of Oregon, the US Army pushed Native Americans from their land by force, and although I don't see a record of this in the Tualatin 
area, I'm wondering if we need to acknowledge something in the documentation of this memorial. Are we honoring the Native Ameri-
can warriors who fought against the United States, or are we only honoring the victors?    If the Veterans Plaza will include a plaque for 
each branch of the US military, I want to make sure that we are not missing anybody, for example, those who flew for Air America (CIA) 
during the Vietnam War. 
Thanks for appreciation of service members. 
Please consider adding signage to the lake and the plaza! Many people drive through Tualatin, and don’t even know there is a lake! Mark 
4 entry points to the lake possible with Large vertical signage.
Please consider adding signage to the lake and the plaza! Many people drive through Tualatin, and don’t even know there is a lake! Mark 
4 entry points to the lake possible with Large vertical signage.
Great designs, thanks for honoring vets
Took survey at vanguard with guys.
Iwo Jima statue that is at national Marine Corps War Memorial.
I hope this area will include some beautiful landscape, unique hard scape, special timeless art (not cheesy), and elements that will age 
well over time. Reviving this area will be nice. If only we could attract quality cafes and restaurants (not fast food). We are excited about 
Brix coming to the Hayden’s space!
Signage is IMPORTANT both in/near memorial and directional signs for parking and direction from I-5 & T-S Rd.
That you...we can never forget the service and sacrifice.
Honor all services veterans, living and dead.
No military service public art in the lake unless provisions are part of design so that you can walk up to it.
living and dead deserve honor.  perhaps an update-able board, or a board where the community can post.
Put large fountains in pond to honor veterans and support homeless veterans.
Please do not take what should be a straight forward Veterans memorial and turn it into a progressive project of singling out people by 
gender or race. Keep it apolitical, keep it simple - focused on service and historical facts about the military.
Sorry City fighting you on what veterans want but we aren’t in oregon and not get involved.
Would like to see bricks sold to remember vets
I like the string lights at entrance in #2 makes it feel safe and lit up
It feels like all options were designed to only be used during the summer or when it's not raining. I feel like there needs to be more, inter-
esting, shelters so that people could enjoy it during the raining days.
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There’s a lot of concrete so it is challenging in terms of maintenance considering that many infrastructures in Tualatin have quite a lot of 
cracks.
Although I really enjoy Design 3, I think maybe there’s something that could be changed. I like the idea of having many seating areas for 
visitors, however I think that maybe some of the designated seating could be used for something better, such as more information areas. 
I think the majority of visitors will be there to experience the Memorial and stay for some time, but I think there can be more to take 
from the memorial when there is more content provided/displayed.
Thanks From veterans
Fantastic designs to choose from. Thanks for your appreciation of vets
I don’t like the US military iconography/plaques. For one thing, there are veterans living here who served in non-US military. I’d also like 
to see acknowledgment of natives and those who may have chosen to not fight in a war (pacifist activists). I think reflection should be on 
the people, not on the branches of the military.
Memorial in the name has a sad rememberance. The plaza name emphasizes service recognition and appreciation.
Allow food carts! Veterans get hungry too!!!
Call it peace plaza.
How will the public art in the lake have an impact on the Pumpkin Regatta or the boat enthusiasts that put items in the water?
These designs are wonderful and honor Veteran’s very well.
nice vets recognition to call veterans appreciation plaza
thanks for honoring us
Would love to see cherry blossoms incorporated into the design
Other names veterans military service plaza or veterans appreciation plaza.
Should have a Memorial Day parade!
I suggested a different name as this is not just for or about veterans but active military and non military as well.
I would like to see the splash pad finished so that I don’t have to travel out of town to have a day out with my grand children
I worry about spray paint vandalism---maybe think about materials that can be cleaned.
Surrounding space should be carefully considered when choosing art. Piece should fit “in situ” and not contrast or take away from the 
memorial aspect of the plaza.
No just looking forward to the completion for our military and first responders veterans being honor.
Thanks for showing appreciation for vets and their families.
No boulders in lake!  I feel it would encourage play in lake.. People would want to climb 
Nicely done. Good focus on veterans service and honor.
granpa in army
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thank you for honoring military
Liked Option 1 but thought too many table/chairs.  Lake art and fountain should be low maintenance.  QR code information should have 
multiple types of information; history and upcoming events for the space - reason for vets to check the code often.
Prefer no lake intrusion.
Like idea to honor service and not war or conflict. 
great designs, very much honors veterans and their families
When will the project to build start and projected finish?
I have found that many current military members, whether active duty, reserve or guard, do not consider themselves to be veterans.  A 
designation like “honoring all military service” may feel more inclusive.
Good project and great job of showing designs.
My spouse suffered a lot of physical and mental health trauma as a young man in Iraq and Afghanistan war.  Though  I disagree with the 
idea of war, our soldiers need so much more support once they get back to their families and community.  
Is this money well spent?  How will this benefit the actual citizens of our city?
Keep it meaningful, cost effective, and low maintenance. These elements/memorials should always look pristine and be well maintained, 
so be sure City has resources to adequately maintain whatever is installed. Plantings should always appear fresh and vibrant, so site-spe-
cific plant selections are very important! Art and design elements should be very durable and vandal-proof. Also consider engaging with 
a ‘friends’ group to take stewardship over this area for best oversight and care.
Just a little concerned that all 3 options still look very unfinish or plain , not enough details on what military items will be on display . Do 
not see a place where Women Veterans will be honor as well .
The VFW Auxiliary is looking forward to the Veterans Plaza.
Be careful adding individual names, it is easy to miss people who could be included but then feel left out, which many Vietnam veterans 
already feel left out.
Hopefully this is just the start of making the lake area more pedestrian friendly- the whole “downtown” area feels under utilized
Beautiful idea and creation all designs are exceptional. Every town needs to have this across America.
None of the designs include flags. All military branch flags should be flown along with US flag.
other names veteran peace plaza and veterans appreciation plaza
Tough decision because all designs are good. Love the calm and reflective Veterans Plaza name and friendly peaceful area.
Many veterans are still alive, and using “memorial” in the name seems to imply it’s for those who have died. I’d also like there to be QR 
codes with links for suicide prevention & support services for vets.
When I hear the term ‘memorial’, it has a certain context to it that individuals are no longer living.  To have a “Veterans Plaza”, in enables 
you to not only honor those Vets that have passed, but it also provides recognition to living Veterans, as well as their family members.
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Larger print on plaques and any other objects.
child proof fencing along lake boundry
Add a full bar please
Military art not to be displayed in the lake but within Memorial.   None of the three design perferred, see emailed comments  Include a 
pylon containing plaques in honor of  Medal of Honor, Purple Heart, Silver Star and Bronze Star veterans
thank you for adding this to our city’s design.
very well done, we love the different ideas and being able to chose an option. Thank you, we have parents and family members that serve. 
to include all that serve is wonderful.
Covered area for rain and sun.
Nice project and good job on designs.
As mentioned to you before  flags need to be at the site, for it is the US flag, POW/MIA AND Branch flags that all service members fol-
low an honor
Great designs! it was tough to decide on one over the others.
I’m excited for the project! :)
Thank you for your continued efforts on this project. Much appreciated!!!
The labyrinth is a desirable design element for any of the 3 design options and should be included in the final design. Thank you for in-
cluding outdoor dining tables on all 3 designs.
Where are the flags.  At least American flag.  But would be best to have American flag with Service Branch flags, including POW flag.
Thank you from veterans
Thank you
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TUALATIN VETERANS PLAZA: PREFERRED PLAN + RENDER PACKAGE / MAY 26, 2022

PERSPECTIVE 2

The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - 
Preferred Design Survey  Results

July 2022
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

Introduction 
A community survey for the City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza was conducted March 31, 2022, through 
April 24, 2022. The survey included a total of 6 questions. The purpose of the survey was to receive 
feedback on the design draft plan. Additional questions inquired if the respondent lived in the City 
of Tualatin, if they were a veteran or family member of a veteran, and about digital educational 
content, and additional feedback. There was a total of 82 responses. Responses included:

Responses included:

• 82 online English speaking
• 0 online Spanish speaking

The public survey was advertised through the following means and platforms:

• City of Tualatin Website
• Social Media
• Email Blasts
• Public Engagement and Focus Group Events

The following information includes data on surveyed questions and responses to open-ended 
questions.
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

Survey Results

Do you have any thoughts about the draft plan you would like to share?
I’m not sure why this is a priority project for the city of Tualatin.
Great project and nicely done plan.
Great combination of plants and trees with a designed purpose. 
Comprehensive, and not overly morbid. Like focus on all vets and happy not about war or historic facts.
Excellent work. 
Somehow the word memorial has been omitted. It’s important that memorial remain. It reflects the entire purpose of the plan - to 
honor those that have served and continue to serve our country and to recognize the sacrifices made by all of them. 
Appears to be a well thought out plan. I appreciate that the committee took public concerns on (safety & vandalisms) when develop-
ing. It would be a shame to build and then destroyed. Or not used due to crime.
Comprehensive plan and excellent design that honors veterans well.
Looks good and complete. 
Appreciate city doing this project and agree with report.
yes
Good plan and great design for plaza.
The word memorial needs to be replaced in the name - Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza
Good
Have plaza for protesters and objectors that opposed America’s tyranny.
Good Plan
Where are the statues like Iwo Jima? Need a statue for each branch showing battle victory.
How can the design be modified to allow a live music / shade structure AND to have capacity for event tent and trailer placement at 
the same time? Imagine having a 5K run with multiple food carts, lots of athletic vendors, non-profit vendors, and live music all at 
the same time on the lake. That would be wonderful. Or how about a smaller event with an inflatable projection screen TV inside the 
shade structure and BYO seating with a food cart? These kinds of events would bring a community closer together.”
I agree that honoring veterans is a great idea but I think it is a shame that we live in a town that does not honor children. It seems that 
we should have enough money and care to dedicate an area to our youth for them to have safe, fun within walking distance of our 
town. Why a reflection pool and not any area for kids to enjoy. The splash pad in this town is a joke. There is no sense of community 
and everyone feels the same that the Mayor nor the majority of city counsel cares at all about what any of us think.
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

(1) Has the committee discussed what the logistics and placement plan would be for events at this space? I’m thinking about vendors,
food trucks, and large event gatherings that require multiple tents and trailers on location. What are the logistics of loading all of these
in? Is it possible to back a trailer in? What would the placement plan look like for a farmers market, regatta, 5K, and so on? Looking at
the plan right now, it looks like it would be very difficult to have any kind of event requiring tents and trailers on location. Due to this
difficulty, the location may not appeal to potential vendors and event coordinators that could bring in foot traffic and money for Tuala-
tin.

(2) Live music. How about a dual purpose shade structure that also functions as a live music location? One of my favorite spots
back in Connecticut was the city center in Storrs. It was a lot like this design here, however they had added a stage to the outdoor
space. Throughout the year, they hosted live music (Summer of Jazz), had summer movie events, and even did outdoor performanc-
es (Shakespeare in the Park). This would be a fantastic spot for this. This is what that place looks like: https://www.google.com/
maps/@41.8045749,-72.243948,3a,48.1y,87.25h,92.15t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sExWyCXo4RG2Bw5M3s165Aw!2e0!7i16384!8i8192
Complete and comprehensive that vets we know really like and will support.
Thoughtful with best intentions with emphasis on service. There should be no reference on national or world conflict.
Add chapter how to work together and resolve conflict to achieve peace.
Good
Informative and interesting plan.
I like The lights on draft two. And The wooded Siting Areas In draft 1 and 2
I think it looks nice as I understand it. Still hard to visualize from this rendition honestly.  Hoping it does have elements such as were 
in the original options. I am seeing the lights element and looks like one spot where there is a covering which I think is very important 
there be places for people to be covered in both sun and rain perhaps.
Okay I guess
Respectful and honors veterans nicely.
Great plan, thank you!
The name must read Veterans Memorial Plaza. The word “Memorial’ defines something that keeps remembrance alive and who’s purpose 
is to honor those who served in uniform and the battles they fought to protect our nation’s freedoms.   Omitting the word Memorial’ 
from the name disrespects what this is suppose to represent and to veterans who served and died for our community and country.
We like it
It needs more trees
Like it the most of all.
Like the things in this one.

Comments Continued
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

Comments Continued
Looks more modern, I would love to see the overhanging lights on this too but a shaded area would be better for the few hot months
Best
Would it be possible to etch or engrave some appropriate inspirational quotations into parts of the concrete walkways and/or benches?
This plan is nice but at the same time it is sterile. There is too much concrete and very little warmth about the environment. I wrote a 
paper about the serenity of stone in 2008 which talked about the character of a concrete garden and how to bring it alive. The men and 
women this honors poured blood, sweat, and tears into their service and this design does not reflect their service. The few pieces of art 
help but it needs more to make this a place of honor and for the people who visit. Please think about this as a destination and not just a 
space. Lawrence Halprin would integrate the water more and so would I.
Great plan, nice job.
Good one
Detailed and well-laid out.
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

The preferred design was created by the entire community based on 
who and what the plaza honors. Do you have any thoughts about the 

preferred design you would like to share? 
Really like it. Wish it had a few more trees incorporated though.
Why not called Veterans Memorial Plaza?  This is a place of gathering and memories.
How is the ongoing maintenance going to be funded? By having a water feature, that will mean maintenance.
Great design. Very well done!
Looks great! Excellent overall design. I would like to see the additional flag poles be removable when not in use for an event. Not sure 
a reflection pool is necessary considering the maintenance and the close proximity of the lake
“I immediately notice the lack of service flags. Again, as with the name,  it seems recognizing military service is not the focus. All 
service branch flags should be displayed. A prime location would be at the entrance. Otherwise the space seems to be merely a public 
seating area.

A space for specific veterans ceremonies is not provided. It would reflect respect to our veterans to have a space that is dedicated for 
their ceremonies.

The shade cover would servie more purpose if it is constructed to be a protection from wet weather. “
Very nice design. It should increase use. Now the city needs to do more with surrounding area. The existing Commons area is still the 
nicest location in the area.
Fantastic!
Very detailed and good use of the plaza and cannot think of anything left out.
Honor veterans nicely. We like the focus on military service.
Nice design,, but it needs some trees for assetics and shade.
more trees for shade
yes
placement of branch service flags honoring veterans appears to be missing
This is very beautiful and a wonderful honor to veterans and service members.
Great
Needs a more trees for shade in the vets plaza
Remember the May 4 massacre at Kent State!
Have a plaque or statue to Allison Beth Krause, 19, Jeffrey Glenn Miller, 20, Sandra Lee Scheuer, 20, and William Knox Schroeder.
We all liked this design but would like some more trees and plants in the plaza
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The City of Tualatin Veterans Plaza - Survey Results

Comments Continued
No thoughts at this time. Looks great to me.  Can’t wait to see finished design.
Great to have a tank for kids to play on.
It is very nice and a great tribute to veterans.
It looks good and can’t wait for the plaza to be redone.
The design looks great! But what would it look like if the design were modified slightly to allow for an “optimal tent and trailer” layout 
for large event gatherings? For example, say you had a coordinator come to the town wanting to host a 5K with 3 food carts and 10 pop-
up vendor tents. Can this space accommodate that? What would that plan look like overlayed on the current design?
An excellemt plan and super design at location.
Good appearance and looks like a great improvement of plaza.
Extremely well done, but would like to see more plants and trees in the large pavers. 
Beautiful plaza but needs to have military insignias and articles removed. Art should be peaceful.
We cherish this design and so appreciative of the city doing this.
Great
Can’t wait till the plaza is built.
Nice design but needs more trees in bricks.
I Would like To See Less Concrete Structures And More The use Of Wood and plants To Soften the Design
Well if this is the choice of the community, great! Seems more sterile then I was expecting from the three original designs. Maybe that is 
the idea, not someplace to spend time just to go thru, canâ€™t actual read all the words as some are to blurred when trying to enlarge to 
read. I am sure it will be beautiful.
Done well and really looks good. This will much improve the plaza and thanks for recognizing veterans. Living veterans do not seem 
included at memorials and appreciate this includes those that survived.
We look forward to improving plaza
Absolutely love this design and layout of the plaza!
Wonderful design, quite esthetically pleasing!
How bout a cannon facing pond with water shooting out
Beautiful
Our family likes this
Very nice plan
Pleasant, calm and peaceful.
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Comments Continued
Great flowing design choice.  Two comments:  how to address duck/goose waste in the reflection pool; and consideration that the ser-
vice-inspired art not be limited to military gun-toters.

It takes a team in the various service branches, including payclerks, administrators, nurses, doctors, supply and logistics personnel, 
maintenance types, food service workers and cooks, lawyers and legal assistants, intelligence personnel, and others - it’s not just the 
ground troops, special operators, and pilots that make things happen.  It’s everyone.  I hope that is conveyed to ensure inclusivity and 
to knock down the Hollywood portrayals of characters such as “”Maverick”” and other movies that imply the free world is continuously 
saved by solo operators.  And please ensure the Coast Guard is included.  They are the fifth component in war; and are presently engaged 
around the globe in interdiction operations.”
Concerned about the specifically showing branch service flags - the plan shows a location for what is called “Event Flags”  ( item #13 in 
the site plan ) but does not specifically state they are branch service flags.  Not to include Branch Service Flags disrespects what these 
flags represent to veterans who the memorial is suppose to be honoring.  Flags must also be placed in the proper military order.

The plan defines as “Service Inspired Public Art”  ( item #1 in the site plan ) but does not state what this “Service Inspired Public Art” is 
or would be.  In the past Veterans have mention specifically providing for the inclusion of ‘mini-memorials’.  ‘Mini-Memorials’ within 
Memorials are in honor to specific groups of people who have served our country.  In early design focus group and Q&A discussions 
veterans talked about locations for specific ‘mini-memorials’ to included a sculpture to men who have served our country, to Women 
who have served our country, for remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom honoring the Gold Star Mothers ( Families) and 
for War Dogs.

Enlargement  #1 on the north end could be the specific location to the ‘Mini-memorial’ men who have served our country.  On the south 
end could be the specific location to the ‘Mini-memorial’ Women who have served our country and here the plan should be revisited to 
allow for more space including use of some of the area devoted to story telling. It should be noted that women have served in all of our 
wars and are only recccently being recognized for this service.”

Enlargement  #2 could be the specific location for the ‘Mini-memorial’ for remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom honor-
ing the Gold Star Mothers ( Families).

Enlargement  #3 could be the specific location for the ‘Mini-memorial’ to War Dogs.
Very nice design.  Quotations could add considerably to the reflective thoughtfulness of the plaza.
Like it very much and appreciate honoring vets.
Great
My wife and I prefer Design 1. Design 3 seems a bit crowded, and we have concerns about kids falling on the rocks in Design 2.
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Peace and recognition of protesters and objectors 
Acheiving Peaceful Resolution
Only rotate information if that is explained in the signage and encourages people to check back each time they visit
Gold Star Families
War Dogs
Gold Star Families
Please remember that not all of us use QR codes.  Thank you.

Other comments in reponse to question 3
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Do you have any final thoughts, comments or input on the draft plan
report or preferred design you would like to share? 

Well done - thank you
Although the design is beautiful, it would be nice to see a few trees along the lake in that area also.  Otherwise, it appears flat and barren.  
Also, the reflecting pond is a nice touch and I’m sure the ducks will be happy with their smaller swimming pool.
This should NOT be funded by tax dollars or bonds.  If veterans want this, they need to figure out how to pay for it.
Wonderful plaza design. Thank You!
Maybe add a section for public servants whom have been lost in LoDD as well.
Wonderful work. Thank you for including honoring living veterans. Would like to see the outer radius of the half circle of double-sided 
benches match the outer radius of the other half-circle of benches so that the two outside corners of the double-sided benches do not 
have a sharp corner sticking out into the walking area.
Please reconsider  the lack of clear recognition of our veterans.  This design does it present a destination clearly dedicated to veterans. It 
seems one would need to diligently search for any reference or recognition of memorializing or honoring our veterans.
Nothing was mentioned regarding funding for this project. I assume that funding has already been secured. This is good! Trying to do so 
today would could prove to be problematic.
Clearly a great design and includes what veterans said were important at the meetings.
How do we get names on the bricks?
Great community space!
Thank You!
because rains so much in Tualatin, need shelter space with a roof for meetings
Thank you for honoring veterans with a wonderful design in the centrally located plaza.
Women in the Military should be represented
Thank you for recognizing our fathers, brothers and sons.
Thanks
More trees in plaza
Call it Peace Plaza to show respect for all that sacrificed lives for peace. Must include protesters who questioned the country’s political 
policies that result in millions of civilian deaths and american service personnel.
Looks fantastic to me.  Looking forward to walking through.
Semper Fi
I like the labyrinth, native plants, bushes and trees, shade and multiple seating/meeting areas, and of course the US flag in a place of hon-
or!
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Comments Continued
We like the plaza nane and feel it honors past and present veterans.
Just the comments noted above. Accommodations for events requiring event tents and trailers and an adjustment to the placement / style 
of the shade structure to make it dual purpose (stage).
Tell people how to donate to make it happen.
Focus on conflict resolution and teachings how to achieve peace.
Thank you so much for honoring us.
Thank you
Thanks for recognizing and honoring all veterans
Thank you for your diligent work on this project.Tho I have not served my father, one of my brothers, one of my nephews and one of my 
nieces is the wife of a serving Career Army Officer/Professor at West Point! So am grateful for your attention to this project.
Thought out plan that includes all
Thanks great plan.
I love the choice.  It flows well and many will be excited to watch the construction process.
The plan design does not specifically indicate adequate space for veterans to hold activities, for those it is suppose to be recognizing and 
honoring. No location is suggested as a temporary location of a podium and seating is even referenced.  It does provide for a flex syn-
thetic turf area, several stone features, reflection pool, a natural stone water feature and a story/dedication circle all of which are nice but 
unable to accommodate veteran activities anticipated   There could be adequate area available to accommodate these if there is a recon-
figuration of the space where items #7, #9, #12 and #17 are located within the site plan. Also item #17 the reflection pool could be elim-
inated as the site is on the Commons Lake and one could question the need for this feature when other space use is of a concern.  I may 
add that item #9 a shade feature is a late addition and one well worth having. 
Should still be listed as Veterans Memorial Park
1. Why have a “reflection pool” next to a lake?? 2. This is NOT a citizen’s Plaza, it is Specifically a Veterans MEMORIAL Plaza. (Call 
it that!) 3. No room to host the # of people who come to the annual Memorial Day gathering at Winona Cemetery! 4. This could be 
a HUGE public draw to Tualatin!!! - sorely needed in a city with no “downtown”. 5. With a number of different veteran groups being 
honored (Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, Space Force, Women service, etc.  The MEMORIAL PLAZA will be a BIG draw not seen 
elsewhere in Oregon!
There doesn’t look to be much shade or many trees in the new design.
Maybe offer the public to submit suggested quotations for the etchings/engravings. 
See above.
I was looking for a military feature specifically for children to attract and entertain military families.
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Comments Continued
In case my email comments were not received:  The name should definitely be “The Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza”.  The statement in 
the design narrative that “Memorial does not align with the input gathered from community and veterans alike” is incorrect.  All vet-
erans I have talked with are adamant about the word “Memorial” being a part of the name.  Mayor Bubenic used the word “Memorial” 
numerous times in his remarks.  Please correct this error.    Item 2, welcome signage needs the name “Veterans Memorial Plaza” prome-
nant.  Item 5, table and chairs, each table needs a Service Branch specific plaque on it’s own table surface.  Item 13, “Event flags” needs to 
be revised to be “Service Branch Flags” and they are to  be permanent.  Thank you for this opportunity for comments.
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Veterans Plaza, Phase 2 
Email Comments, Input & Information 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 24, 2022 
Email Subject: Veteran Memorial military inspired public art locations 
Today is the last day on the extension date for design comments and I wanted to again 
comment the question of where the Military service public art will be displayed. 
I am against the display of any Military service public art work within the lake as I have stated 
before.  The Concept plans indicate several locations where military inspired public art has been 
indicated and  where I believe art sculptures in honor and remembrance of those who served 
our country should be placed.   
The preferred design and report should specifically indicate the location within the site for these 
various Memorials. The actual design for these locations would be worked out with the artist 
when selected and other elements of the specific Memorial would be determined at the same 
time. I discuss these below. 
I have 4 suggestions for Memorial art sculptor design and locations within the site - 
1st would be a Memorial to those who sacrificed for our country, in the Concept 1 - Plan,  
it calls for an entry area with military inspired public art and benches. The plan does not say 
what the military inspired public art would be.  I have suggested this would be a great location 
for the remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom and contain an art sculpture 
designed in honor of the Gold Star Mothers.  Also would be a great location for placement of the 
MIA/POW flag. 
These are examples from other Memorials of what art sculpture could look like for Gold Star 
Mothers statue - 

2nd would be a Memorial for Women, in the Concept 3 - Plan,   
it calls for military inspired public art located along pathway and for a seating area for military 
service education and veteran story telling circle with military service inspired public art.  I have 
suggested this would be a great location for the Memorial to Women containing an art 
sculpture.  At this time the plan does not specifically designate any location for a particular 
veteran art sculpture.  And does not specifically state a location for a memorial to Women. 
These are examples from other Memorials of what art sculpture could look like for the Memorial 
to Women - 

3rd would be a Memorial for Men, in the Concept 1 - Plan   
it calls for Benches form small seating area next to the main pedestrian path image #9.   I have 
suggested this would be a great location for the Memorial to Men art sculpture to be placed.  At 
this time the plan does not specifically designate any location for a particular veteran art 
sculpture.  
These are examples from other Memorials of what art sculpture could look like for the Memorial 
to Men containing an art sculpture. 

4th would be a Memorial for War Dogs, in the Concept 3 - Plan, 
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it calls for Entry with centrally located military service inspired public art, benches along edges 
and pavers with veteran names. I have suggested in the past this could be a location which 
depicts military service around the globe.  However, at this time I am suggesting this would be a 
location for a Memorial for War Dogs. 
At this time the plan does not specifically designate any location for a particular veteran art 
sculpture.  
These are examples from other Memorials of what art sculpture could look like for War Dogs. 

Thanks,  
Joe Lipscomb 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 22, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Thanks for update on survey extension.  I have forwarded to my veterans list.  It is to bad there 
is no place within the survey to address concerns of veterans, for example asking why there is 
no provision for flag placement within the memorial. 
Joe Lipscomb 

From: Dale Potts - April 13, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Veteran's Memorial 
Additional information re: flags. Veterans really identify with their branch of service.  Need to 
have a flag waving for each branch. Consideration also for a POW flag. 
   Signage – identical arch for each entrance.  Whichever side a person enters, to them that is 
the entryway. 
Dale Potts 

From: Dale Potts - April 12, 2022 
Email Subject: Veteran's Memorial 
Two suggestions: 

 There needs to be flags at Veteran Memorial.  Nothing is more patriotic than our flag. 
     Not sure if sign is planned.  My recommendation is at one of the entryways.  Have it be an 
arch for visitors to walk under, with each letter in the word Veteran’s Memorial visible on both 
sides of arch. 
Dale 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 08, 2022 
Email Subject: Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza design comments 
Re: comments from the Virtual Q&A session and for the final design of the Tualatin Veterans 
Memorial Plaza 
I have reviewed all three Concept plans and offer the following comments. They are based upon 
Thursday AM visual Q&A session discussion as well as the ideas presented in Concept 1 and 
Concept 3 Plans for the Tualatin Veterans Plaza. I did not see anything in Concept 2 - Plan 
which I felt worthy of any reference too. 
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The original proposal was to have a Veterans Memorial.  I am not sure of what created the 
name change from Tualatin Veterans Memorial to the Tualatin Veterans Plaza.  But this name 
change proposal cause me to think the Memorial to Veterans seems to be losing it’s original 
purpose. Veterans I have spoken to feel that Memorial should be included and if not retained 
would be a dishonor to veterans.  So I will refer to it as the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza in 
this conversation. 
During the Q&A session I referred to space needs for veterans events. Comments mentioned 
during the Q&A  about events happening a few times a year shows a total lack of 
understanding of what kind of events Veterans Memorials maybe used for.  Saying if space 
were a problem they could be held across the Commons Lake in the park area is a dishonor to 
concept of having the Memorial site selected in the first place. There are events every month of 
the year, in some cases several, where activities could be held at the Memorial -  example Pearl 
Harbor Day in December, Vietnam Day in March, D-Day in June, Korean War Armistice Day in 
July and the list goes on. 
There two other points I would like to make as result of the Q&A session - 1st no apparently no 
consideration or provisions were made for any flags within the Tualatin Veterans Memorial 
Plaza. This disrespects what these flags represent to veterans. And the idea of an American 
flag plaque is to be a symbol for the lack of flags is not acceptable.  Provisions for and location 
of flags must be included in the final plan design - these are the flags which need to be included: 

2nd no consideration has been given to specifically picking locations for Memorials with 
associated art sculpture.  This does not mean selecting the actual design of the sculpture, which 
would be done through the arts advisory committee process of selecting an artist and etc.   But 
it does mean establishing a specific location for and the type of Memorial would be there - a 
Memorial to Women, a Memorial to Men and a memorial to those who sacrificed for our country. 
For the later it has been suggested the art sculpture here be in honor of the Gold Star Mothers. 
These are examples from other Memorials of what memorial art sculpture 

- could look like but actual design would be worked out with the artist when
selected. Also other elements of the specific Memorial would be determined at the same time.
The following 8 modified ideas are taken from the Concept Plans and am suggesting they be
incorporated in the final plan design for the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza.
1st - Concept 1 - Plan calls for an entry area with military inspired public art and benches. The
plan does not say what the military inspired public art would be.  I suggest this would be a great
location for the remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom and contain an
art sculpture designed in honor of the Gold Star Mothers.  Also would be a great location for
placement of the MIA/POW flag.
concept 1 plan area -
2nd - Concept 1 - Plan calls for a welcome sign with QR codes to military service educational
websites. The city is not saying and I am not sure what the Welcome sign will include or what it
will even look like.  This could be a great place to provide for military educational/history
references about people and events using QR codes for details.  It could be done by listing of
names of various stories from history. Example - the 'Code Talkers’, referencing their story with
a QR code. i believe this approach would be better than using traditional story boards the city is
now using for the Ice Age Trail and Indigenous Peoples which eventually age and need
replacement.  It would also make it very easy to add new stories as they develop.  It would not
just be a welcoming sign but would become an informational history and educational display.  I
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have suggested there is veteran with knowledge of military history who may be available to 
assist with educational/history references. 
concept 1 plan area -    
3rd recommendation - the Concept 1 - Plan calls for bench seating set in landscaping with 
boulders. This would be a great location to reposition the existing bench located in area #1 
above, the girl with ice cream cone bench to the area #3 location beside the Commons 
Lake.  Relocating the bench here I believe would be quite appropriate in this section of the 
Memorial, being close to the memorial to those who sacrifice for our freedom.  
concept 1 plan area -   
4th recommendation - the Concept 1 - Plan calls for a flexible open area for activities or 
gatherings, seating area with tables, a double sided bench, ground plane labyrinth with an 
American flag plaque in the center, featuring stone seat walls with walls featuring military branch 
plaques with QR codes to a military service educational website. The space allocated for the 
southern stone seat wall, double sided bench, flexible open area, table seating area needs to be 
reconsidered to provide space for include flag location, placement of temporary chair seating 
and event speaker podium location.  
The seal of the service branches should not be used as a seat back and and there is no need 
to provide QR codes for military references. The American flag plaque should be removed and 
the flag placed with the other service branch flags which are missing in all Concept Plans.  
concept 1 plan area -   
labyrinth image from concept 1 plan would be a nice community feature -  
5th recommendation - the Concept 1 - Plan calls for Benches form small seating area next to 
the main pedestrian path, image #9.   I suggest this would be a great location for the Memorial 
to Men containing an approbate art sculpture.  At this time the plan does not specifically 
designate any location for a particular veteran art sculpture.  And does not specifically state a 
location for a memorial to Women nor does it one to Men. 
concept 1 plan area -  
6th recommendation - the Concept 1 - Plan calls for Benches for seating along the main 
pedestrian path.   
Providing walkway seating with lighting under benches as shown in image #9 below is a great 
idea. 
concept 1 plan area -   image from concept 1 plan - 
7th recommendation - the Concept 3 - Plan calls for Military service inspired public art located 
along pathway and for a seating area for military service education and veteran story telling 
circle with military service inspired public art.  This would be a great location for the Memorial to 
Women with an art sculpture.  At this time the plan does not specifically designate any location 
for a particular veteran art sculpture.  And does not specifically state a location for a memorial to 
Women nor does it one to Men. I have suggested there is lady veteran experienced with this 
particular type of memorial who may be available to assist with the Memorial to 
Women planning. 
 concept 3 plan area -   
8th recommendation - the Concept 3 - Plan calls for Entry with centrally located military service 
inspired public art, benches along edges and pavers with veteran names. This would be a great 
location for an art sculpture which depicts veterans military service around the globe.  It’s base 
could also include plaques on the base, one on each side, depicting the Medal of Honor, the 
Purple Heart, The Silver Star and the Bronze Star.  At this time the plan does not specifically 
designate any location for a particular veteran memorial and art sculpture.  

concept 3 plan area -    example of globe art from another memorial site - 
If you have any questions about any of my proposals feel free to contact me. 
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Thank you for your efforts in this project to honor those who have served this country, 
Joe Lipscomb 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 05, 2022 
Email Subject: Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza 
As to my last email question - what is meant by 'military service inspired public art’ was to 
determine if it means sculptures similar to these examples which I previously submitted 

. 
You did not answer that question.  Instead you said the military inspired public art will follow the 
City public art process, which includes community engagement. That specific art will not be 
determined at this time. 
I am very sorry, but I thought we were planning a Veterans Memorial, and it is normal for such 
memorials to include such artwork. We are in and have be in the community engagement 
process for sometime now.  If the current planning for this Memorial does not show location 
such sculptures, then what are we doing. This does not require a specific sculpture design just a 
location of where it will be. Right now Concept 1 Plan only states 'military service inspired public 
art' be located in the Nyberg Street Entry, but does not specify what it will be, ie: a sculpture for 
Women, a sculpture for Men or what. 
I have always assumed that after the plan has been adopted the selection of required artists 
and their design proposals would be going before the Arts Advisory Committee and it's public 
art process. But as I read your email, establishing the location within the Memorial where these 
kind of sculptures will be placed is not part of what we are doing today.  To me this is very 
concerning. 
Concept 1 Plan  
As long as I am providing comments about Plan designs - the amount of space Concept 1 Plan 
devotes area to seating and flexible open as suggested  by supporting imagery and does not 
allow for adequate space to hold veteran activities.  The gathering space indicated is far from 
adequate to hold veterans events, example of a KWVA gathering at the Korean War Memorial 
in Wilsonville -  or the Memorial Day Service now being held at the Winona Cemetery but is 
anticipated to be moved to the Veterans Memorial after it is completed.  
Thank you for your efforts in this project to honor those who have served this country, 
Joe Lipscomb 

From: Rocky Bixby - April 07, 2022 
Email Subject: Tualatin Memorial 
Gentlemen I have personally carried a brother home to his family. Please name the space 
veteran's memorial. 
Semper fi, 
Rocky Bixby 

From: Jennifer Bach - April 04, 2022 
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Email Subject: RE: Sherilyn Sharin' | April 4 
Great concept!  Love all the diferent aspsects and sitting/viewing options.  
The first thing that came to mind is graffiti! 
The concept is fantastic, BUT, all this great stuff is vulnerable to tagging and graffiti, which you 
and I both know, it WILL get tagged.  The key is, how well can Building Maintenance/Parks/CSO 
remove the damage and what will it look like after we give it our best shot and now there's 
permanent damage and it no longer looks the same?  
We spend HOURS and HOURS removing graffiti from City property, in all reality this area will 
be added to our list, unfortunately.   
Is this seating replaceable in the future in case we have to replace because the graffiti damage 
is so bad? 
Just sharing thoughts running thru my head….. 
I didn’t know who to send this to……sorry if you are not the right individual.   
Jen 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 04, 2022 
Email Subject: Virtual Q&A session 
One of the questions I was going to ask today was what do the consultants mean by “ military 
service inspired public art “ ? 
Are they talking about sculptures such as these examples - 

Thanks, Joe Lipscomb 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 04, 2022 
Email Subject: Dale Potts, Ed Contreras, Tony Rizzutto, Jesse Thompson, David DeHart, Len 
Schaber, Joe Baney  
Re: Previous comments on the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza Concept designs 
I previously mentioned the oversight of not including service flags within the Memorial design. 
These are the flags in order of display which need to be included, if we are indeed are going to 
have a true Veterans Memorial. 
Only the United States flag was included in the various concept designs. As I suggested the 
POW/MIA flag could be located in the Nyberg Street Entry area - an area I proposed as a 
location for the remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom - 

 I also discussed the location of seals for the various branches of service. 
This is the northern wall where I suggested the seals of each branch service be located was a 
good idea -  
However I missed saying they should not be located on the back of seating, but just on a wall. 
These are the branch seals which should be located within the Veterans Memorial. 

Thank you for your efforts in this project to honor those who have served this country, 
Joe Lipscomb 
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From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 02, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial Plaza comments on Concept 1 and 2 
Re: Comments on Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza Concepts 
Previously noted comments - 
I previously mentioned the oversight of not including service flags and forgot to include 
the Merchant Marine Flag in the list of required flags. 
Comments on Concept 1 
Nyberg Street Entry - Approve of this entry concept  -  
a great location for the remembrance of those who sacrifice for our freedom and a sculpture in 
honor of the Gold Star Mothers.  Also a great location for the MIA/POW flag. The existing bench 
of the girl with ice cream is located at this location and could be relocated to image #3 along the 
Commons Lake.  Retaining this bench would be appropriate in this section of the Memorial. 
Comments pending - what will the Welcome sign include and look like. 
Approve of walkway seating with lighting under benches, image #9 -   
Approve of this space for veterans events -  
An objective for having a Veterans Memorial was to provide for space adequate to 
accommodate specific veteran events. Changes to elements shown above in Concept 1 Plan 
will be required to accommodate this objective.  Labyrinth being included is a good idea, image 
#8. Including the seals of each branch service on the northern seat/wall is a good idea. Flag 
location is not good.  American flag needs to be with the flags of branches of service, an 
oversight in Concept plans which must be corrected.  The existing planter space, next to the 
bench/seating area, image #9, would be a great location for memorial sculpture in honor of men 
who have served. The southern seating/wall needs to be removed as it is in the way of meeting 
needs to accommodate space for veterans events.  
Example of space required for a small veterans attending a KWVA event ( Korean War 
Veterans Association ) -  

Approve of this space for community activities, gatherings and veterans events -    
Will require a redesign to accommodate the service flags, placing of tables preferred looking 
over the water ( suggest 6, one for each service branch ), space for chairs required for veteran 
event seating and for other activities and gatherings. 
Disapproved - the Commons Lake as a location service related sculptures, image #7, is 
not appropriate nor acceptable. 
Comments on Concept 2 
Disapproved - I feel that Concept 2 misses purpose of the Veterans Memorial and does not 
deserve further discussion.  
Comments on Concept 3 
Approve of this space for Memorial to Women who have served -  
This would be an excellent location for the Memorial to Women who have served.  I would 
suggest that you contact Rosy Macias with the Women Marines Association, OR-1, you know 
her, for the person to work with in designing this portion of Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza. 
Seneca Street Entry - Approve of this entry concept  - 
Example of a sculpture which could be located in this entry area -  

Comments pending - will the new street trees within the Memorial be Japanese Cherry Trees, 
image #13.  This also applies to comments on Concept 1 above. 
Memorial Concept Plans - 
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From: Gary Brannan  April 02, 2022  
Email Subject: RE: Veterans Memorial design evaluation 
Joe – 
Important: Add Merchant Marine Flag & POW-MIA flags. (I noticed that you mentioned the 
POW-MIA flag, but this is a good place to specifically note its distinction.) 
The  Merchant Marine has been the ‘backbone’ (cargo ships) of our military since the 
Revolutionary War, and are still operational... (During WWII, on a per service basis, their service 
had the highest percentage of casualties. Officially, a total of 1,554 ships were sunk due to war 
conditions, including 733 ships of over 1,000 gross tons.! ) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Merchant_Marine 
The POW-MIAs are always sought, always cherished, never forgotten! 
According to the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency, Americans who fought in WWII 
forward include: 73,515 from World War II (an approximate number due to limited or conflicting 
data) 7,841 from the Korean War; 1,626 from Vietnam. (The total number, from the 
Revolutionary War forward to and including WWI would be a staggering number.)  
The cost of freedom is high. 

Here are the flags and their order of precedence, left-to-right when arranged in a linear or semi-
circle setting: 
VRs, 
…Gary 

From: Gary Brannan - April 02, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Veterans Memorial design evauation 
Important: Add Merchant Marine Flag 
The  Merchant Marine has been the ‘backbone’ (cargo ships) of our military since the 
Revolutionary War, and are still operational... 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Merchant_Marine  

From: David DeHart - April 01, 2022 
Email Subject: Re: Veterans Memorial design evauation 
Excellent comment, Joe, I agree wholeheartedly with your suggestions. The flags of all the 
services would add a dramatic dimension to the scene., making it stand out for the public. 
Space to permit a ceremony with seating would make this plaza more accessible to all. 
Dave 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - April 01, 2022  
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial design evauation 
Re: Comments on the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza design concepts 
Hello everyone, 
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In design concepts options the name Tualatin Veterans Plaza is being used and not Tualatin 
Veterans Memorial Plaza. They are not the same, and gives a whole different meaning to the 
service, memory and respect due to all those who have served and sacrificed for our country. 
The word ‘veteran’ is defining a person who served in the active military service of our country - 
The word ‘memorial’ is defining something that keeps remembrance alive and who’s purpose is 
to honor those who served in uniform and the battles they fought 
to protect our nation's freedoms - 
The word ‘plaza’ is defining a space in a city as a public square, an open area, often featuring 
walkways, landscaping features, places to sit and in some cases 
being surrounded buildings - 
If the name Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza is used, I can support this project, if not then as a 
veteran, I could no longer show my support this project. 
Assuming it will be named the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza,  I will be reviewing each of the 
three design concepts, there is a lot to absorb here, and submit my approval, disapproval and/or 
suggested changes to elements shown on each.  Comments will be based on the how the 
design honors all of our veterans who served and sacrifice for the freedoms we have today 
including sculptures honoring Women and Men and space adequate to accommodate specific 
veteran events. 
In beginning my review of the three design concept options I have the following observations 
which apply to all options - 
First - All design options refer to using a QR code to reference a military history educational web 
site.  I approve of this 21st Century approach to telling individual stories and history of those 
who have served and sacrificed for our country.  I know of a retired Marine who is historian of 
the local Marine Corps Coordinating Council who could be a outstanding resource of military 
history for this undertaking if you are interested. 
Second - I know of no modern veterans memorials which are not incorporating the flags of each 
branch of the service.  I disapproved of each of your design concepts as none have made 
provisions for these flags - they only provided for a single American flag. This is an oversight 
which must be corrected and branch of service flags for the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air 
Force, Space Force, Coast Guard as well as the MIA/POW flag must be included - 

Third - One of the primary objectives of having a Veterans Memorial was to have space 
adequate to accommodate specific veteran events. Changes to elements shown on each design 
concept will be required to accommodate this objective.  There are monthly events which if 
adequate space were provided could be held at the Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza. 
and Fourth - We are early in establishing the design concept but not to early to mention the final 
design of various elements and their location must acknowledge and provide for Disabled 
American Veterans who will be using the memorial along with all peoples with disabilities - this 
comment applies to entry off of Nyberg and Seneca Streets as well as internal circulation within 
the various spaces in the memorial. 
Thank you for your efforts in this project to honor those who have served this country, 
Joe Lipscomb 

From: Yvonne Addington - March 31, 2022 9:03 PM 
Email Subject: Re: Help Honor Veterans 
Just an opportunity to alert city that some addresses for service people serving in military lived 
in Tualatin area but address said Sherwood since that was the only delivery/rural route for well 
into 1960s to 70s. For example, my uncle Robert Saarinen served in U.S. Coast Guard during 
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WWII. He lived off Avery Street in now Tualatin but mailing address was Sherwood ,Oregon. 
Even the old schools along Boones Ferry Road in Tualatin city limits had Sherwood mail 
addresses. If names of service men from Tualatin are wanted it will be good even if they have 
Sherwood mailing address. Yvonne Saarinen Addington 

From: Bob Topping - March 31, 2022 
Email Subject: Re: Tualatin Veterans-Memorial 
Were they Combat Veterans?  if so what branch, and what era, did you have gold star families 
involved?  Bad plans do not make great memorials. 

From: Gary Brannan - March 31, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Tualatin Veterans-Memorial 
Thanks for the reply – I hope you and your staff feel that our feedback has merit and that it will 
receive serious consideration, as the project progresses. 
As alluded to in my email below, at this time Tualatin has an outstanding opportunity to show its 
patriotism and create a ‘must see more than once’ place for education, contemplation and civic 
events, known for its uniqueness and brilliance – a place for all ages to appreciate and visit 
often – a civic ‘centerpiece’. 
I think a measure of success, and the challenge, is the visitor leaving as a patriot, or more of 
one than when they first experienced your 
In your Mayor’s video he mentioned these criteria of the design of the memorial, which I hope all 
involved will make sure are not lost or diminished: 
1. Should honor all military service
2. Military family members
3. Freedom & peace, not war (might I remind all, that peace has not been, is not, and will not
be... free)
4. and Hidden heroes such as civilian support.
Then he stated these ‘components’:
“The community asked that ‘The memorial’s core themes and objectives be connection, shared
values, engagement, timeless and experience.’
Residents requested that the memorial not emphasize war or violence, nor should it reference
specific concepts, conflicts or people.
It should also avoid overwhelming visitors with information.
The site’s attributes will include:
Being a gathering place,
being intimate and having passive spaces with seating,
providing space for solitude,
providing space for personal storytelling,
providing an activity space,
providing a dedication area,
having interpretive elements such as art,
having destination signage to the memorial,
have adequate parking, and
be accessible from public transportation.”
He closes by saying, “Please join us to design this new Veterans Memorial in Tualatin, that will
honor so many who have served our community and our country!”
In my opinion virtually all of the above is achievable, but ignoring war’s connection to our liberty
and very existence is simply incorrect. Patriotism is what won the wars that saved our country
and those of our allies; made possible our very existence, since the founding of our nation. I
think that message can be conveyed without delving into the horrors of war; conveyed in such a
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manner that the viewer/listener, as your mayor so aptly stated, “will honor so many who have 
served our community and our country”. 
The challenge is for your team and the volunteers who work with it to create that delicate 
balance and achieve the goal of making the Memorial/Plaza the ‘special place’ that everyone, 
especially Doc Lipscomb and other veterans and the community of Tualatin are hoping it will be. 
R/s, 
…Gary 

From: Macias, Rosa (Portland) - March 29, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Fwd: Veterans Memorial 
Good morning all, 
It has taken me a while to send out this email because I really took the time to gather 
information from others veterans in my community and hear what they had to say instead of me 
speaking on behalf of all veterans . 
Mr. Hoover  I do not doubt that your team is doing an excellent work and their love for Veterans 
but I am having  a hard time seeing and hearing if your team is hearing what the Veterans in 
your community are saying ?  it seems to me that your team has dismiss a lot of their ideas and 
not really providing much details on this project .  From the many emails that I see back and 
forth from Mr. Lipscomb it seems to me that  Veterans community would not be getting updates 
.  We had the chance to meet briefly back in February and we spoke about how the community 
does not want this project to focus on the War and I truly get that , but I have to put in my vote to 
disprove the naming of this project Veterans Plaza Vs a Veterans Memorial  for all the same 
reason that Mr. Lipscomb wrote in his email . 
While I do love the idea of a Veterans Plaza only because it does sounds more uplifting , I 
asked over 100 veterans how would they feel if the City of Salem  dedicated a portion of  River 
Front Park and called it Veterans Plaza. 73 of them  expressed that they would be fine with that 
ONLY because here in Salem we already have many Veterans Memorial but they are small and 
not much for a place to gather for Veterans or community event, while the rest didn’t like the 
idea at all.   But when I asked how would they feel about the name if those other memorials did 
no exist and the plaza would be the 1st of its kind , all 100 of them changed their answers and 
asked , what would the memorial look like, what kinds of display would it have , how would the 
veterans be honored those past and present , none of them said they would trust the city 
without seeing projects ideas solely going with the Veterans Plaza name .  
Can I ask if there are Veterans sitting on the table for this project and how many out of all those 
directly involve are Veterans ? I guess that could bring a piece of comfort . 
This email is being done with all the respect , but I just wanted to voice my opinion on the 
subject because and I hope everyone else that’s on this email also take the time to reply and 
express how they feel about it whether they like the name as I feel that your team is not getting 
many feed back from the Veterans Community . 
Again I am only seeing one side of things because I am not getting any updates from anyone 
else aside from Joe and I did put my information and gave out my cards at the February open 
house but yet have not gotten anything . 
“By naming this project a Veterans Plaza instead of the Veterans Memorial, in my opinion, 
would be degrading the service, memory and respect due to the service of my family members. 
We need to go back to the name 'Veterans Memorial’ and not be using the name 'Veterans 
Plaza'.” 
With all Respect, 
Semper Fi! 
Rosy Macias 
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From: Gary Brannan - March 29, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Tualatin Veterans-Memorial 
Marine Topping – 
Absolutely outstanding, well said  ...’nails it! 
As promised, shortly I will email to you, some of the emails I’ve exchanged in past years, usually 
with Doc Lipscomb, regarding the memorial project. 
I also cc’d this to Col Michael C. Howard USMC (Ret), who is the Historian of our Marine Corps 
Coordinating Council; and consistent with his title, an outstanding resource of military history. 
As I mentioned at our Detachment meeting last evening, this project started out as the “Tualatin 
War Memorial”, then “Tualatin Veterans Memorial”, and now it’s just “Tualatin Plaza”, sans any 
reference to its intended purpose??!!   Unbelievable! 
In Joe Lipscomb’s exchanges with me all the way back to 2018, it was always to be “All Wars 
Veterans Memorial in Tualatin, Oregon” (a memorial to at least ‘enlighten’ or educate visitors 
about the incredible service and sacrifice of our military, our nation’s sons and daughters, since 
and including its founding, to protect and preserve our nation to this day. Without their service 
we would not exist – that’s an indisputable fact! How many folks realize that, or are reminded of 
it? Our respect and gratitude for that service and sacrifice should be unlimited, perpetual, and 
known from childhood through adulthood! 
Has this project ‘morphed’ to simply an area next to a pond with its wildlife, where one can 
simply rest, socialize, read a book and move on, without knowledge of its original purpose? 
Q. What’s in a name?   A. Unlike what Shakespeare implied, I say, “A lot!”, especially in this
case. Moreover, the changing of the name of this project leads me to believe that the nature of
its composition will be similarly diminished.
As recently as 2/18/2022, it seems this was the name: – what happened to it?:
Military themed memorials typically memorialize a war, outfit, place or person, but Tualatin has
an opportunity here to do something unique and wonderful: (Without ‘blood & guts’, educate all
ages and groups about the history of our nation’s preservation, and all who contributed to it,
including those in our homeland, from a seamstress making a flag to citizens working in
factories, shipyards and bond drives, to our men and women in uniform on land, sea and in the
air.)
Joe never used the term, but his design (see attached) could with some additions become a
virtual diorama, a fascinating depiction of what I mentioned above. Simple advertising by the
local Chamber of Commerce and ‘area’ press would soon give prospective visitors a special
reason to visit Tualatin to see the well done, interesting and educational “Tualatin Veterans
Memorial/Plaza” on the Commons; notwithstanding revenue that would bring to the
community...
Please find attached, to ‘prototype’ Joe’s recommendation (yearslong dream) of the composition
of this project (which I think makes a lot of sense & should not be terribly expensive):

- A ‘photo tour’ that I made over a year ago of the area with an example of an ‘interpretative
sign, such as what is already in the ‘Commons’ could look like; and 

- Joe Lipscomb’s sketch for the layout & other items of consideration for Veterans Memorial
Plaza, dated Feb 2022. 
As you so aptly worded: “Form Follows Function”... A perfect example from design to execution 
and depiction is the VVOLM (Vietnam Veterans of Oregon Living Memorial) in Washington Park, 
Portland, Oregon.  
The core theme for that memorial should be the same for this one: “A place, rather than a single 
object, designed to engage and involve the visitor in a sequential experience”; in this case, the 
history of our citizenry’s involvement in the protection and preservation to this day of our 
fabulous democracy conceived by our Founding Fathers: the United States of America! 
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Although somewhat challenging in an area of the size selected, and of necessity generalized, 
it’s possible to create it, and be a very special, must visit and feel, place for a variety of visits 
and functions.) 
Tualatin’s City Council shouldn’t miss this opportunity to ‘put the cherry atop the sundae’, which 
would be a ‘destination for many’. Otherwise, what the project seems to be morphing into won’t 
change anything, other than a bench or two, and perhaps a sign or two, alongside a nice pond... 
Rs, 
…Gary 
P.S. 
Although he’s not a member of our Detachment, Ed Contreras is an outstanding Marine on Doc 
Lipscomb’s ‘squad’; also Rosy Marcelino-Macias, an officer of our Women Marines Chapter and 
on the staff of ODVA 

From: Bob Topping - March 29, 2022 
Email Subject: Tualatin Veterans-Memorial 
From: Corporal Robert Topping, USMC, Great Grandson of Johann and Ora Nyberg 
To: Kyla Cesca and Veterans Memorial Stakeholder and Advisory Committee 
It is obvious from your Veterans Memorial Concept Planning & Site Selection Report that your 
Planning Committee for the Veterans-Memorial Plaza did not follow the “Basic Tenants of 
Architectural Design”,  “Form follows Function”.  
The function of a  proper “Veterans Memorial” should be and always be to “Honor and 
Remember” the courage and sacrifice of Combat veterans who died or were wounded in the 
wars and conflicts while serving in the United States Armed Forces. These Combat Veterans 
who fought in the wars and conflicts did so at the behest of the citizenry of Tualatin and the 
United States through their elected officials. They did not ask to go to war, the citizens of this 
community asked them to fight in these wars on their behalf. The Memorial should reflect that 
decree.  
This community asked its citizens to serve and fight the wars and conflicts they thought were 
worthy of their sacrifice.  That being a truth,  then this community should properly honor the 
sacrifices of those who served on their behest through the memorials they construct. A proper 
Veterans Memorial should be an impressive and inspirational site that includes all the flags and 
emblems representing all of the various branches of our military and the wars they fought in. 
The Memorial itself should invoke in those who have not served a means to mourn every death 
and casualty of war they are responsible for. There are no “Hidden Heroes” in war.  Each hero 
has a headstone and must be remembered and should not be hidden by the citizenry that sent 
them to fight and die in their wars and conflicts.  
The design of the Tualatin Veterans Memorial should serve as a caretaker of the memories of 
all the heroes among the community that has sacrificed their young lives to provide each citizen 
of Tualatin who did not serve the freedom and liberty they enjoy.  Only cowards of war diminish 
the courage and sacrifices of those who they asked to serve, so they can feel better about their 
lack of service.   
The current function of the Memorial you are proposing will not inspire the citizenry of your 
community to be the caretakers of the memories of their heroes but it will through its design, 
diminish their sacrifice and not honor their service.  
If you are truly interested in designing a fitting Memorial then let the function of the design be to 
honor the courage and sacrifice of real citizens of Tualatin and their extended families who once 
lived and loved and had many dreams, only to be cut short by the wars and conflicts the citizens 
of Tualatin asked them to serve in.   
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Combat veterans' lives are forever altered by the wounds, scars, and memories of war, both 
physically and mentally, yet they face each day with courage known only to the veteran who 
endured the ravages of combat. Let your memorial speak for them and let your citizens 
understand their role to be the caretakers of the freedom and liberty paid for by the heroes they 
asked to go to war and sacrifice for them.  
Simply, make sure the design of your memorial reflects the appreciation of the freedom and 
liberty that Tualatin now enjoys from the sacrifices made by each Combat Veteran who 
honorably served.  
“Form Follows Function” 
Bob Topping 
MARINE CORPS LEAGUE DETACHMENT #470 
Detachment Veteran Service Officer 

From: Ed Contreras - March 11, 2022 
Email Subject: Re: Veterans Memorial 
Sounds to me like we're returning to the 60's and 70's 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - March 11, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Ross, 
Thank you for your call this morning in answer to my email and sharing with me the current 
reasoning on naming the Veterans Memorial as a ‘Plaza' instead of a ‘Memorial’. 
As we discussed the community has given you clear guidance the proposed ‘memorial' should 
not emphasize war and should focus on being an inclusive and welcoming space. 
Speaking as a veteran and the person who initiated the concept of having a memorial to honor 
all who served ( Men and Women equally ) as well as all of those who sacrifice for the freedoms 
we have today.  So who should the proposed memorial recognized and honored - our veterans. 
Today, as I said, I am only concerned about the new use of the name ‘Plaza’ vs ‘Memorial’ and I 
will withhold other comments  
until I have the opportunity to see the site plan options your design team will be giving to us the 
first of the month. 
Use of the word ‘memorial’ is defining something that keeps remembrance alive and who’s 
purpose is to honor those who served in uniform and the battles they fought to protect our 
nation's freedoms - 
my Great, Great, Great Grandfather, an immigrant, served as a Pvt with the VA Militia in Rev. 
War; my Great Grandfather, an immigrant, served as a Pvt with the 136th Ohio Infantry, GAR in 
the Civil War; my Father-in-law, an immigrant, served as a Pvt with the 91st Division in France 
during WW I, and all of my family members who served in WWII and Korea. To my family they 
are a part of this remembrance and honoring our veterans in a Veterans Memorial.  

Using the word ‘plaza’ is defining a space in a city as a public square, an open area, often 
featuring walkways, trees, shrubs and places to sit - they are not the same. By naming this 
project a Veterans Plaza instead of the Veterans Memorial, in my opinion, would be degrading 
the service, memory and respect due to the service of my family members. We need to go back 
to the name 'Veterans Memorial’ and not be using the name 'Veterans Plaza'. 
Using the word ‘plaza’ is defining a space in a city as a public square, an open area, often 
featuring walkways, trees, shrubs and places to sit - they are not the same. By naming this 
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project a Veterans Plaza instead of the Veterans Memorial, in my opinion, would be degrading 
the service, memory and respect due to the service of my family members. We need to go back 
to the name 'Veterans Memorial’ and not be using the name 'Veterans Plaza'. 
Happy to discuss this with you more anytime and am looking forward to seeing the up-coming 
proposed site design options, 
Joe 

From: Macias, Rosa (Portland) - March 03, 2022  
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Good afternoon everyone , 
My name is Rosy Macias ,I am a Marine Corps Veteran as well as the Veterans Outreach 
Coordinator for the Salem Vet Center .  Two weeks ago Joe invited me to attend one of your 
open house and check out the site, hear his ideas and just meet some of the passionate 
Veterans who are supporting this project . I had the pleasure to briefly speak with you Ross and 
tell you a little about a project that I was trying to start in Salem since 2019 but sadly I am just 
not getting the same support from city regrading my idea as right now they are focus and 
invested in the extension and build of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial .  I was very impressed 
with the site location and the size, you definitely have room to do a very tasteful , beautiful all-
inclusive memorial. 
I would love to invited to your planning, brainstorming meeting so that I can bring in what’s 
usually lacking from most at least in Oregon , and that’s is the perspective of Women Veterans.  
I spent over a year gathering ideas from Oregon women veteran and even held a few open 
listening sessions on the subject put all their thoughts into the sketch that you see attach as well 
as a few pictures from a photo shoot that we did and ere going to use for brochures and so on.  
The concept behind this memorial is that we are not telling a particular story because no two 
veterans will ever share the same story even when they share the same path . So I wanted to 
provide something that every woman can relate to no matter when she served , the length 
services or what they did in the service . 
The Memorial is simple with 6 life  size statue representing each branches of service and  will 
have seating where guests can sit and reflect and pay tribute. Each statue will a different stage 
of just being part of the military and also after getting out .   
I believe that this vision could easily work with what ever vision others might have for the 
memorial there. 
Lastly, I want to thank you for you time and thank you Joe for staying on top of the fight for this 
project and for sharing the information with me . 
Rosy Macias  
Semper Fi! 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - February 17, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Attached sketch was prepared from the pencil drawing in my email to you. 
Was prepared by a veteran. 
Thought you would like to have it. 

Joe 
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From: Kathleen Silloway- February 15, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans plans 
Hi, Rich, 
In the TAAC meeting this evening, Ross Hoover mentioned that you're entertaining people's 
opinions on whether the veterans space would be better served to be called a memorial or a 
plaza. I prefer the term "plaza" as it helps to encompass not only those veterans who are still 
with us as well as all who served in different ways, such as families and friends. It helps to 
denote a space that is for more than just celebration of conflicts. 
Thank you- 
Kathleen Silloway 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - February 09, 2022  
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Ross and Rich,  
The city is asking veterans who the memorial should honor, while the community is also giving 
us clear guidance on who and what the memorial is not. It has stated that the Veterans 
Memorial should not emphasize war or glorify violence in any manner and should focus on 
service and positive messaging.  It should not be focused on providing large amounts of 
information, but should focus on being an inclusive space and welcoming.  
Since you are asking for our input on shaping the site design. I believe, we as veterans, should 
have a strong presence in the final outcome being sure that we are honoring and remembering 
our family members who served, those we served with and all of those who sacrifice for the 
freedoms we have today. In answer to the city’s question as to how I see the site being utilized - 
I see it used for veteran events and in remembering family members and all veterans who 
served and are no longer with us.  For other than veteran event usage it should be available and 
inviting to the community, tourists and visitors on a daily basis to just sit, relax and for them to 
honor and learn about our veterans and some of their history.  And it should provide for some 
300 years of visual history in honor and remembrance to the men and women who served our 
country in the past and and are doing so today. 
In my conversations with others on this issue a friend shared with me his thoughts on shaping 
the memorials design and which I think are appropriate for this conversation -  
“ While I understand the communities desire to be somewhat ‘generalized’ it cannot be 
’nebulous'.  It is impossible and wrong to ’tacitly’ honor veteran service with no mention of war.  
Our country never has asked for war.  War has come to us, and is waged primarily by our 
veterans.  So whose service is being recognized and honored - our veterans.  And without 
whose service neither our city, our country nor we today would exist in our present lifestyle.  We 
should be thanking God for them. “ 
So after many conversations with other veterans I am now sharing with you as to how I would 
like to see the final design taking shape.  I especially believe, we as veterans should have a 
strong presence in the final outcome. 
Here is my sketch for the layout of our Veterans Memorial Plaza -  

My suggestions for consideration in the sites basic design are: 
( 1 ) a space for specific veteran events ( there are 1-2 events each month which could take 
place in this space, ie: honoring December 7th and D-Day ). When not in use for these types of 
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events be used by the community, visitors and tourists to the Memorial. It would be a place of 
history, education, honor and remembrance of those who have served and are serving today. 
The events plaza would be constructed of pavers set in sand in a Labyrinth pattern.  On the 
west side circling the lake Japanese Flowering Cherry Trees at 20 foot centers would be planted 
and there would be 6 permeant tables one for each branch of service w/attached seats place 
along the lake. It would contain nine flag poles on 12 foot centers in the following proper order 
looking east and starting on the left side - the U.S., State of OR, Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air 
Force, Space Force, Coast Guard ( each branch of service) and MIA/POW. 
It would have an honor/remembrance curved wall on the east side, containing a visual history 
honoring all who served and sacrificed for our freedom and country.  It would be 2 feet in height 
on the southern end  running to 5 feet in height northern end. It would contain the following list 
of major wars names placed on one side and the seals of the six  service branches on the other 
side. It would be 18 inches wide and on the 5 foot high wall end contain sculptures of the Medal 
of Honor, Purple Heart, Silver Star and Bronze Star.  The wall could be constructed of brick for 
low maintenance. 
On-site storage space would be provided near the SW Seneca Street entrance capable of 
containing at least 3 stackable chair dollies with 10 chairs each and 1 dolly for necessary PA 
equipment for event usage. It could also be capable of storing 6 - 8 table umbrellas  if they are 
desired. The shed would be a 6 foot by 8 foot with a low maintenance siding like brick and be 
could be used as a bulletin board and location for event information. 
A listing of our major wars over the past 250 years to be included on the wall would be: 
American Revolutionary War, 1775 - 1783; War of 1812, 1812 - 1815; Mexican-American War, 
1846 - 1848; American Civil War, 1861 - 1865; Spanish-American War, 1898; World War I, 1917 
- 1918; World War II, 1941 - 1945; Korean War, 1950 - 1953 ; Vietnam War, 1965 - 1973; Gulf
War, 1990 - 1991; War in Afghanistan, 2001 - 2014 and the Iraq War, 2003 - 2011

example of the flag poles  -     example of the tables with seats - 

 example of a Labyrinth pattern -  

( 2 ) contain bronze sculptures in honor and remembrance of those who served our country.  
They would be placed on the existing planter boxes that would be converted into base for 
sculptures, each with three people representing different time periods and services - one for 
women and one for men.  One would be placed at the south end of the walkway and one at the 
north end of the walkway through the site. The top of the base could be planted with low 
growing grass or seasonal flowering plants place around the base of each sculpture. 
example of a bronze sculpture could look like -    

( 3 ) contain a solitude space in honor of the Gold Star Mothers and in remembrance of those 
who sacrifice for our freedom, containing a sculpture, benches for sitting and a brief history 
about the Gold Star Mothers. 
example of what the bronze sculpture could look like -     
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( 4 ) the primary entry to the Memorial would be off SW Seneca Street, a welcoming design of a 
bronze globe sculpture depicting where in the world our women and men have served and 
sacrificed for our freedom. 
example of what the bronze sculpture could look like -    

 ( 5 ) the east side of the walkway would also be planted with additional Japanese 
Flowering Cherry Trees on 20 foot centers - 
example of of Japanese Flowering Cherry Trees -      

and the walkway could be edged with individual bricks named in honor of various individuals 
placed in either with single or multiple brick pattern. The existing sidewalk would be replaced 
with pervious concrete product, the same being used for the individual name bricks and brick 
pavers used in the Labyrinth pattern ( addressing environmental issues and supporting green 
sustainable development ). 
example of what individual brick walkway edges could look like -       

( 6 ) it would also be nice if we were able to include several educational story panels within the 
site, divided equally, about the men and women who have served our country in the past and 
which are now being lost in history.  These would be similar to other educational signs the city 
now has established for the history of the Ice Age Trail and the indigenous people of this area 
along walkways throughout the city.  They could be about the ‘Hello Girls’ the communications 
women of WWI; the WASPS, Women Air Force  Service Pilots of WWII;  the ‘Code Talkers’, 
young Navajo men who served with the marines in the pacific theater; the 442nd RCT, 
Japanese Americans ‘Nisei’ who served in the mediterranean theater just to name a few. Each 
storyboard would contain a QR code.   
 example of what story panel could look like - 

As your design team is considering the layout of the Veterans Memorial Plaza, I hope they are 
aware our site is very unique when compared to other memorials being planned today.  That 
being it is located in a major metropolitan area, in the heart of a downtown, next to a major 
water feature and just off the Inter-State Highway system. They should also be thinking about 
what it will be saying to the people visiting it in 2072 ( my great grandchildren or great great 
grandchildren ), 50 years from now. 
Joe 

From: Rick Piper - February 8, 2022 = 
Email Subject: Heidi, Model Boat Club offering to help with the goose waste pollution problem 
and adding to the upcoming Veterans Memorial Event. 
Heidi Marx, Event Specialist,       
Heidi, it's been a while since we worked together in getting the picture collage of our model 
boating club, the Portland, Model Power Boat Association, posted in the Tualatin City Hall.  I 
also just tried to call you and left a voicemail. 
Some of our club members have had some further contact with some of your park maintenance 
personnel but the goose waste problem in just gaining access to the lake plus the smell and 
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sight of it to where it's a detraction from everyone’s enjoyment of the beautiful Tualatin 
Commons Lake,   
This is also creating a terrible pollution problem for the lake with all of the goose waste being 
added to the other pollution into the lake from the other waterfowl. One of our club members 
checked on what the water quality should be and unfortunately our beautiful lake is not in 
compliance with the health standards set by the state of Oregon due to the pollution. 
Since we came to know each other from our previous work together on posting our club collage 
at the City Hall and I volunteered to represent the club in offering our assistance to this goose 
waste problem, I thought I would contact you first so you could give me an introduction either to 
Tom Steiger, Parks Maintenance Manager or Ross Hoover, Manager, Parks and Recreation. 
We have been over at the casting pond at Westmoreland Park and the walks around the pond 
are always clean. So, before I wanted to contact you and your park maintenance personnel, I 
thought it would be good to contact the Portland Public Parks to see how they keep the walks 
around the casting pond so clean. 
I was able to reach Supervisor of Maintenance for Portland Public Parks, Heather McKillip and I 
told her about our goose waste problem. 
I asked her how they keep the walks around the casting pond so clean and she said they brush 
it up into piles and put it in to the bushes which they feel is like fertilizer, and then hose off the 
walkway, but she said they don't really have that much. I asked her about the colored water, 
and she said the colored water is a chemical to control the Algy. She said they drain the casting 
pond once a year and remove all of the waterfowl waste and other pollution with equipment. 
As you know there are times when the goose waste is so thick it's impossible to walk to the 
water without stepping in it. When it is that thick, before one of our float events, we have with 
buckets washed it into the lake. I think hosing into the lake is what your maintenance people 
may do from time to time. 
I would like to suggest that our club members team up with your maintenance personnel, to 
mitigate this pollution problem. On the float event days when our club is at the lake, we could 
get to the lake early and start doing as the Portland Parks maintenance crew do and first brush 
the poop into piles and either dump it into the surrounding bushes for fertilizer as the Portland 
Parks maintenance crew do or because of the volume, bag it for waste disposal and then hose 
off the sidewalks. If we could get a key to your maintenance shed, we could store a push broom 
and scoop shovel and a hose so twice a month we could clear the walkways from the goose 
waste. Then if your maintenance crew used the same process other times of the month that 
would result in removing the goose waist several times a month and keep that much of the 
pollution out of the lake.  
This should contribute to increasing the health standards of the lake so children who play in the 
water where the shallow curbs are might have less chance of catching something from the 
water that could affect their health. 
Other issues at keeping our beautiful lake cleaner are as follows: 
Installing signs about not feeding the wildlife explaining how it contributes to polluting to the lake 
is another possibility. This might also be more obeyed if the city had a fine if caught feeding the 
wildlife. Possibly, the lake maintenance personnel could from time to time enforce this.  
As you know there is Tualatin natural wetlands area about 1/4 a mile away and if the birds were 
not being fed at our lake they might not keep coming and be more inclined to go to the 
wetlands. 
Also, if a pump system could be installed where a nice waterfall or fountain could be installed 
this would help keep the water from becoming stagnant by aerating the lake and adding motion 
to the water. This would also add to the beauty of the lake.  
As mentioned in the Tualatin Life newspaper the City of Tualatin is planning a Veterans 
Memorial at the lake and there is a public meeting on February 18th and 19th and we will attend 
one of those meetings.  
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At that meeting we will offer at the time the Veterans Memorial is officially opened and 
presented, we could have a number of naval ships running in the lake to add to the enjoyment 
of the event. This could also be included in publicizing the opening of the Veterans Memorial 
that could possibly attract more people to the event. 
Some of our naval model ships are over 10 feet long that range from the battleship Missouri 
where Japan officially surrendered and ended World War II to some of the naval craft that 
purged the rivers in Vietnam which some that come may relate to.  Some of our club members 
actually served on the models they have built. 
So, our club is committed helping with the maintenance of the lake and on float days real 
enjoyment by passersby watching our beautiful collection of watercrafts from paddle wheelers, 
Chris Craft speedboats to battleships. Many people stop by on our float days and talk about our 
boats and ships. Some say “it's so neat to see a model of a boat that I used to own” or a veteran 
saying “I or my father or grandfather or mother served on that ship. 
Heidi, I would really appreciate it if you would introduce me to the right person of your 
maintenance team so we could start working together to decrease the water pollution in our 
beautiful lake.  
Thank you, Heidi, 
Rick 

From: Rick Piper - February 08, 2022 
Email Subject: Rich - information on how the model Boat Club that uses the lake could add to 
the Veterans Memorial opening event. 
Rich, thanks for your email you sent regarding the planned Veterans Memorial that was sent to 
one of our club members.  Our model boat club is the Portland, Model Power Boat Association 
and you can see a mounted picture collage of our club at the Tualatin City Hall. 
We are currently working with the maintenance personnel to help address the goose waste at 
one end of the Tualatin Commons Lake. 
As mentioned in the Tualatin Life newspaper the City of Tualatin is planning a Veterans 
Memorial at the lake and there is a public meeting on February 18th and 19th, and we will 
attend the meeting on Friday the 18th. If you are going to be there it would be good to meet you 
in person. 
Some of our naval model ships are over 10 feet long that range from the battleship Missouri 
where Japan officially surrendered and ended World War II to some of the naval craft that 
purged the rivers in Vietnam which some that come to the opening event may relate to.  Some 
of our club members actually served on the models they have built. 
At the meeting on the 18th, if you like, we could bring a thumb drive and show some pictures of 
our naval vessels on the lake.  I have attached one picture with one of our club members 
standing next to the model of the battleship Missouri to give you a perspective as to how large 
some of these models are.  This picture was on our Memorial Day float which is why there is a 
large American flag taped to the battleship. So, given the size of our models, the people that 
attend the occasion could readily see our naval vessels on the lake during the event. 
So, at the time the Veterans Memorial is officially opened and presented, we could have a 
number of naval ships running in the lake to add to the enjoyment of the event. This could also 
be included in publicizing the opening of the Veterans Memorial that could possibly attract more 
people to the event. 
Kyle Cesca was also mentioned in the Tualatin Life news article, so I am also copying her with 
this email. 
Rich or Kyle, just give me a call if you have any questions before the Friday February 19th 
meeting.  
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Thank you, 
Rick 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - January 20, 2022 
Email Subject: Tualatin Veterans Memorial 
Kealin, 
Thanks for taking the time to talk with me this evening.  Here are examples of the things we 
were discussing. 
1st - for veteran gatherings space needs to accommodate veteran events example from the 
Korean War Memorial 

provide for all service flags, example from another Memorial -  

and it could contain tables w/seating attached and Labyrinth patter design, examples from other 
Memorials –  
of tables with attached seats     and Labyrinth patter design   

And needs to have close by storage space for additional chairs and PA equipment. 

2nd - a space for Education/History/Honor/Remembrance, could use the present day walkway 
area - 
it would be a visual history of those who came before us, for today using QR codes and with 
space for the future using square pylons w/attached names with a gold star placed on top of 
each listing all of our country’s wars, conflicts and interventions by century and story panels 
placed in a horizontal or vertical position or in a mixed placement of both a horizontal and 
vertical design in clusters of three with a bench in the center, examples from other Memorials - 

pylon example -     and story example - 

story example would be similar to other educational signs the city now has along it's walkways 
throughout the city. 

At each end of the walk are two existing planter bases which would be used for sculptures one 
to honor the women and one to the honor men who have served our country in the past and 
serving today.  
sculpture example from another Memorial -     

3rd - a space for solitude in Honor of the Gold Star Mothers could be located at the southern 
entrance off SW Nyberg Street. 
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sculpture example from another Memorial -  

4th - space for primary entry to the Memorial off of  SW Seneca Street.  It would be a welcoming 
design with a globe sculpture depicting the world where our women and men have served in 
sacrifice for our freedom. 
example from another Memorial -       

Finally having a special welcoming to the Veterans Memorial  - streets surrounding the 
memorial could contain flags lining the streets similar to what other cities have done in honoring 
their veterans  -  
Again thanks for listening, 
Joe 

From: Dale Potts - January 29, 2022 
Email Subject: Re: Vet Memorial 
In rereading msg, l did not explain that if we had a Place to honor local vets, the four I listed 
would be the ones 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - January 20, 2022  
Email Subject: Service Flags 
Rich, 
We talked about service flags within the memorial site. 
There is a proper order for their placement - for the 9 flags it is. 
Position starting on the left and going to right are -  
1 - United States, 
2 - Oregon ( not a requirement, but using the State Veterans as a funding source it would seem 
to me we should fly it ), 
3 - Army, 
4 - Marine Corps, 
5 - Navy, 
6 - Air Force, 
7 - Space Force, 
8 - Coast Guard and 
9 - MIA/POW flag 
Joe 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - January 20, 2022 
Email Subject: Veterans memorial 
Ross, 
Following up on our conversation today about QR codes, a 21st technology, to tell stories on 
history of our veterans.  Since the Memorial site is in a direct line with the library it would seem 
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logical to connect service related stories in the Memorial to a research source using the QR 
technology. 
Stories would be about those who served our country - a bit of history and remembrance, 
equally divided between men and women.  These would be similar to other educational story 
signs the city now has along it's walkways throughout the city. For a city which promotes 
diversity this should be a logical endeavor. 
Example stories on women could be about the ‘Hello Girls’ of WWI; the WASPS of WWII; and of 
Ensign Jane Kendeigh, the first naval flight nurse to fly in an active combat zone, serving at the 
Battle of Iwo Jima.   
Example stories on men could be about the ‘Code Talkers’, young Navajo men in the Marine 
Corps in the pacific theater; the 442nd RCT, Japanese Americans ‘Nisei’ in the mediterranean 
theater and the 555th Parachute INF, the 'Triple Nickels' airborne unit based at the Pendleton 
Army Airfield who put out forest fires on the west coast started from Japanese balloon bombs in 
WWII.  
There are a great number story opportunites which could be considered.  
Joe 

From: Joseph Lipscomb - November 5, 2020 
Email Subject: Veterans Memorial 
Ross, 
Thanks for all the time you spent with Dale and I this morning. 
I just want to share with you some ideas and opportunities that may be available toward funding 
our memorial. 
First the use of the ‘Go-Fund-Me’ approach - this would do very little towards the cost I feel but it 
is certainly an opportunity which could be looked into for help with on-going maintenance costs.  
The design of the site could also play a large role in reduce annual maintenance costs. 
Second - I have studied very carefully all the statements included in adopted site location 
reports.  In doing so I have concluded the final design could be viewed within the following four 
areas - ( 1 ) an event ‘Plaza’ area; ( 2 ) a main entry focal point area ; ( 3 ) an area where 
solitude could be referenced and ( 4 ) and a memorial honor walk area for all veterans. 
Taking the #1 - the event ‘Plaza’ area:  much of the funding for this area would come from the 
initial grant depending on what our final plan calls for.  I see this area as having four 
components - ( 1 ) a paved surface area, built in an ecological design to reduce maintenance 
expenses.  ( 2 ) if area were designed in a labyrinth pattern it would make it one of the very few 
memorials in the country as such and should be very eligible for tourism grants to help in the 
cost. ( 3 )  if the area contained say six tables with attached seating for everyday usage there is 
the possibility of cost of each table being funded by a company or a business. ( 4 ) I see this 
area containing the typical service flags standard in veterans memorials ( there are a total of 
nine flags).  But to make our memorial exceptional, thus also a visitor attraction, I see each of 
the six service flags having a statue of a member in todays uniform in front of the flag.  We have 
six services - Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, Space Force and Coast Guard. This is 
happening today in several memorials. With the six flags we could then have sculptures of three 
women and three men service members ( we should have equal representation 50/50 women 
and men in anything within the memorial ). This opens up a whole new area for possible 
additional funding in support of each sculpture either by individuals or organizations. 
There are the same possibilities for additional funding opportunities with each of the other three 
areas stated above. 
We can talk about these opportunities after we get you funding in the 2021-2022 F/Y budget. 
Joe 
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From: Yvonne Addington - September 23, 2020 
Email Subject: U.S.FLAG FOR LAKE OF COMMONS.SUGGESTION 
Suggestion. I drove to Newberg today and could not believe the feeling I got when entering 
downtown. Newberg's HUGE, super sized U.S. flag was flying at half mast in tribute to Justice 
Ginsberg but could be seen over many buildings all around and I first saw it flying at half mast at 
least 1.5 miles away. Each time I go there I am taken by the huge size, huge/tall flag pole and 
unusual attraction to all from a distance. In all my travels of many states I have not seen 
anything more impressive. I think one of similar size and heighth would be just as attractive 
along the Lake of the Commons near the planned military marker. Could do 3 jobs.. 
1. Patriotic US symbol for city
2. Attract people to Lake of Commons areas..flag  can be seen from a long ways.
3. Become an important tribute to our military people who have served us.

Please refer my suggestion to appropriate people who are working this project. Yvonne

From: Mike Abbaté - September 17, 2020 
Email Subject: Vet Memorial at the Commons 
Hi Ross -  
I read this article this morning and wanted to congratulate you as I am sure it is not an easy 
effort!  It reminded me about my work for a new Vietnam Memorial on the State Capitol grounds.  
Here’s a link to a video, and their website.  I also have a Gold Star Families memorial being 
constructed in Walla Walla. 
I am a vet myself, so if there is anything I can do to help you, please let me know.   
https://pamplinmedia.com/ttt/89-news/480872-388002-city-council-approves-veterans-memorial-
at-tualatin-commons  
Cheers -  
….Mike 

From: Yvonne Addington - September 08, 2020 
Email Subject: Re: Consideration of Veterans Memorial Report Approval 
HI RICH. WILL YOU BE RECEIVING VETS NAMES FOR A MEMORIAL. MY UNCLE ROBERT 
SAARINEN (SAARINEN wayside) served in Coast Guard in WWII and brother in law John 
Hochtritt served in Viet Nam. FATHER IN LAW FRANK ADDINGTON SERVED IN MERCHANT 
MARINES WWII. 
  ALSO 11 MILITARY WHO DIED IN MILITARY AIR CRASH BETWEEN TUALATIN AND 
WILSONVILLE HAVE NEVER BEEN HONORED. A RELATIVE LIVES ON BULL MT. AND I 
KNOW PERSON WHO NOW HAS BENT PROPELLAR FROM THAT CRASH..MAY DONATE 
TO CITY? I HAVE REPORTED ALL TO YOU AND PAUL BUT NEVER HEARD FURTHER.  
PLEASE ADVISE WHAT I NEED TO DO TO MEET REQUIREMENTS. THANK YOU. 
YVONNE.  
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Website Comments

1

2

3

4

5

Submitted Time

2/19/2022 0:21

3/10/2022 12:14

3/30/2022 19:13

4/23/2022 7:57

4/23/2022 7:59

Name

Sianna

Joe Lipscomb

Joe Lipscomb

Tim G

Tim G

Please share any ideas or addtional comments

There are so many veterans menmorials out there, would be lovely to see black 
veterans honored somewhere in this space :)

Why have we changed to name from Veterans Menmorial to Veterans Plaza.

The survey is closed however, as a retired millitary (Navy) officer, I would like to 
add two suggestions, I believe an American

Indirect underlighting would create a more appropriate mood.
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Draft Plan & Design Report 
Email Comments 
 
              
 
From: piforre - July 03, 2022  
Email Subject: Re: Preferred Veterans Design 
Thank you for sending, design work to me. 
VFW Post 3452  
Manager  
Pat Forrester 
 
              
 
From: Kyla Cesca - June 29, 2022 
Email Subject: Comments on Social Media 
Thank you for your question. Engagement & feedback from the entire community including 
veterans, residents & employees is a key focus of this project. The desires of the whole 
community have been taken into consideration to get to this point to create a welcoming & 
inclusive place of honor & reflection for veterans. Please review the portion of the report on 
community engagement for more information: 
https://www.tualatinoregon.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/parks_and_recreation/page/37
529/veterans_plaza_draft_appendix_sd_v3_-_post.pdf 

 
 
              
 
From: Megan George - Tuesday, June 28, 2022 9:10 AM 
Email Subject: Comment on Facebook 
Good Morning –  
We received a comment on the post about the Veterans Plaza (see below).  

 
              
 
From: vet dale - June 22, 2022  
Email Subject: Vet Memorial covered space 
One of my concerns is that it rains in Tualatin, rains a lot. That could easily ruin a planned 
event.  So asked Joe for pix of a shelter at Vet Memorial.  It is below, might be a little big for our 
space but something similar is needed,  something that could keep 15-25 people dry!  Also a 
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podium.  City did not have one for Memorial Day Observation this year.  Rich’s staff went out 
with proposal to rent a podium, awning and 100 chairs for that event.  When learning purpose, 
Key Manufacturing provided for free. 
Note: Structure has a storage space in center.  Podium and chairs could be stored there for 
usage by small groups. 
Dale 
              
 
From: John - June 22, 2022 
Email Subject: Re: Veterans Project Name 
Hi Rich, 
Thank you for the response, I understand what you are trying to say.  However, for me, 
memorial stands for remembering all who have served, those that gave the ultimate and those 
who are still living.  Remembering all, Veterans as well as this currently serving, this includes 
families as well, they don’t put on a uniform but they serve by providing love and support to their 
loved ones.  Maybe I am one of the few that do not feel memorial is only for those that gave the 
ultimate sacrifice.  To me, Veterans Plaza could just be a name for a shopping center, it doesn’t 
imply a special place to go to learn, give silent thanks to all that have served. 
Regards, 
John 
              
 
From: vet dale - June 22, 2022  
Email Subject: Project Name 
Rich, 
Interesting comments from questionnaire: 
I did not remember there being a question regarding name; with options including Veteran 
Memorial and Veteran Plaza. But it has been a long time since I filled out the questionnaire. 
You said there was a major difference in name preference, with the combat vets strongly in 
favor of “Memorial”.  Was that question also included in questionnaire?  If not, how was 
determination made if a respondent had served in combat? Perhaps in the context of what they 
said? 
I am surprised about your saying that our local VFW agreed with “Plaza” for name.  To be 
eligible for VFW, you have to have served in a foreign war. VFW is the only military support 
organization that I know with that requirement. Most of Tualatin post members are combat vets 
or think of themselves as such and proud of it. (majority of Tualatin Post members served in 
Vietnam.  They bounce off names with each other of the Vietnam cities/areas where they 
served.) There are three primary requisites for membership in the Veterans of Foreign Wars of 
the United States: (1) U.S. Citizen or U.S. National (2) Honorable service in the Armed Forces 
of the United States (3) Service entitling the applicant to the award of a recognized campaign 
medal or as set forth in the Congressional Charter and By-Laws and Manual of Procedure and 
Ritual 
‘Assuming that a person is a United States citizen or United States national and has an 
honorable discharge from the U.S. armed forces, it only remains to be proven that the person 
has earned a recognized campaign medal or badge; served in Korea between June 30, 1949, 
until present; or earned Hostile Fire or Imminent Danger Pay eligibility. Those people in the 
armed forces of the United States shall become eligible for membership immediately upon 
arrival on hostile soil, in hostile waters or the airspace above in the performance of service.’ 
Have never enjoyed conflict and that dislike increases as I age. Will be so happy (as I know you 
will be) when this is all resolved, funding secured, and construction completed. 
Dale 
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From: John Steinbaugh - June 20, 2022 
Email Subject: RE: Preferred Veterans Design 
Hi Rich 
Just throwing my 2 cents in here.  I love the layout.  One thing stood out and maybe its 
accounted for.  Events and ceremonies.  A place  to set up a podium or have a concert for 4th of 
July, Veteran and Memorial day speakers, etc.  Maybe the rocks next to the big green area are 
carved in a fashion where you have two or three levels to sit  down.  Would be a great place for 
small venues.  Tables are already on the side and lots of areas to bring in food carts or booths 
already.  I love the design. 
 
              
 
From: Joseph Lipscomb - June 19, 2022 
Email Subject: Veteran event space Memorial draft plan 
Good day to you all.  
Is the city truly trying to honor our Veterans -  ,  again I do not completely think so! 
The forth and final comment Snoopy and I are submitting  is directed towards the provision for 
adequate space for veteran events. 
During the Q&A sessions I referred to space needs for veterans events. Comments mentioned 
events happening a few times a year showed a total lack of understanding of what kind of 
events Veterans Memorials maybe used for.  There are events every month of the year, in some 
cases several, where activities could be held in our Memorial -  example Pearl Harbor Day in 
December, Vietnam Day in March, D-Day in June, Korean War Armistice Day in July and the list 
goes on.  
As to the final draft plan I feel the oval design requires modification to provide for seating 
arrangements and a Reflection Pool would eliminate any major group usage in this area.  A 
Reflection Pool is not required as we have a water feature sitting on the Commons Lake.  I am 
concerned about the oval design pattern as it relates veterans being able to use the space for 
events.  It needs to be able to accommodate small group events like this group of 26 KWVA 
members at the Oregon Korean War Memorial – 

 
For Veterans to properly use the site design needs to provide for a lecture format which allows 
for guest speakers. Example is our own Memorial Day event or the speaker arrangement used 
at our Veterans Day breakfast in the JPC. There also needs to be adequate space where chairs 
can be set up for seating. I feel there could be adequate area to meet this requirement with the 
elimination of the reflection pool and elongating the present oval towards the north with 
modifications to the benches to provide for events described above with out changing the 
character of the Memorial.  
I am also pleased the preferred design plan finally recognized the need and provides for a 
shade structure - here is a very recent example of a new Veterans Memorial containing such a 
shade structure along with open space for events – 

 
It would also be nice to see the tables with attached seats spread out more along the water front 
and not grouped together.  People enjoy sitting along the water front. 
Again I thank you for listening to my suggestions on changes to be considered in this final draft 
of the Tualatin Veterans ‘Memorial’ Plaza, 
Joe 
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From: Joseph Lipscomb - June 19, 2022 
Email Subject: Specific Memorials missing Veterans design draft plan 
Good day to you all.  
Is the city truly trying to honor our Veterans -  ,  again I do not completely think so! 
Tualatin Veterans ‘Memorial’ Plaza site is very unique to others being planned today.  Being it is 
located in a major metropolitan area, in the heart of a downtown, next to a major water feature 
and just off the Inter-State Highway system.  Veterans Memorials are becoming attractions to 
tourists and visitors on a daily basis while providing honor and remembrance to the men and 
women who served our country in the past and doing so today.  So I find myself asking why we 
do not take advantage of this to attract people into our ‘downtown’.  God knows we can use 
some help there,  Veterans have been talking about having specific memorials within the 
Veterans Memorial since the very beginning, offering assistance and yet no one has reached 
out to them on this subject.  In Oregon there is not a single Memorial to Women who have 
served, Memorial to those who sacrifice for our freedom in honor of the Gold Star Mothers or 
Memorial for War Dogs within any of the many Memorials.   Yet all we have continued to show 
are locations for “Service inspired Public Art”.  None of the veterans I have spoken to know just 
exactly what is meant by “Service inspired Public Art”. 
So the third comment Snoopy and I are submitting  is directed towards this apparent lack of 
interest in specific Memorials. 
This oversight may be partially corrected as the final design plan shows locations for what it 
defines as  “Service inspired Public Art”. 
But it does not specifically specify the type of Memorial for the location indicated.  If the plan 
specifically indicates the location of a particular Memorial then the actual design for that 
Memorial would be worked out with the artist when selected.  Other elements of the specific 
Memorial would be determined at the same time and construction of the Memorial would follow 
when grant funding is found.  Such memorials would have great meaning to many of our 
veterans. 
First specific memorial suggestion -  great location for the remembrance of those who sacrifice 
for our freedom and a sculpture in honor of the Gold Star Mothers.  This would also be s space 
where plaques honoring individual local veterans who were killed or missing could be located.  
There is no other location within the State containing such a memorial at this time.  
    examples of sculpture in other Memorials -          

 
Second specific memorial suggestion - an excellent location for the Memorial to Women who 
have served.  There is no other location within the State containing such a memorial at this time. 
We have had a veteran member of the Women Marines Association, OR-1 volunteer to work 
with the city in designing this portion of Tualatin Veterans Memorial Plaza.  I also believe that 
the space devoted to story/dedication circle ( item #24 ) would be better utilized for the Memorial 
to Women and better related to the overall purpose of the Veterans Memorial. 
  examples of sculpture in other Memorials -            

 
Third specific memorial suggestion - an excellent location for the Memorial to Men who have 
served.  
  examples of sculpture in other Memorials -      
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Forth specific memorial suggestion - an excellent location for a Memorial for War Dogs who 
have served. I have suggested in the past that we should have a location for a Memorial for War 
Dogs.  There is no other location within the State containing such a memorial at this time.  
 examples of sculpture in other Memorials -         

 
Again I thank you for listening to my suggestions on changes to be considered in this final draft 
of the Tualatin Veterans ‘Memorial’ Plaza, 
Joe 
              
 
From: Joseph Lipscomb - June 18, 2022 
Email Subject: Flags missing Veterans design draft plan 
Good day to you all.  
Is the city truly trying to honor our Veterans -    ,  again I do not completely think so! 
This is my second email with comments directed towards the lack of flags in the Tualatin 
Veterans ‘Memorial’ Plaza.  The original concept options provided for no flags period.  This is an 
oversight which has be partially corrected with the location ( item, #18 ) of the U.S. Flag current 
draft plan.    

 
It is not clear, however, if the placement of Branch Service Flags has been included.  Item #15 
on the plan shows the location of what is referred to as ‘Event Flags’, if this means Branch of 
Service Flags then the oversight has been corrected.  If not, then provisions for and location of 
these flags must be included in the final plan design.  I know of no modern veterans memorials 
which do not incorporate these flags.  Such an oversight disrespects what these flags represent 
to veterans.  Branch of Service Flags: Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, Space Force, 
Coast Guard, Merchant Marine and MIA/POW flag to be included are -   

 
Again, I believe, we as veterans, should have a strong presence in the final outcome of the 
project and I am still not sure we are being heard today. 
We should be honoring and remembering all of those before us who sacrifice for the freedoms 
we have today, veterans who have served, those serving today and those who will be serving in 
the future.    
Again I thank you for listening to my suggestions on changes to be considered in this final draft 
of the Tualatin Veterans ‘Memorial’ Plaza, 
Joe 
              
 
From: Joseph Lipscomb - June 18, 2022 
Email Subject: Name of Veterans design draft plan 
Good day to you all. I have received the links to the city web site on the preferred design draft 
plan and comment link for the Tualatin Veterans Plaza.  I will be sending you four (4) separate 
emails with comments on the proposed Veterans Plaza - A Place of Honor & Reflection.  
Is the city truly honoring our Veterans -    ,  I do not completely think so! 
This is will be my first email with comments and deals with the name chosen for - the Tualatin 
Veterans Plaza 
So with my first comment to be submitted, Snoopy and I are asking  that the word ‘Memorial’ 
use in the city initial web sites be returned and the name become Tualatin Veterans Memorial 
Plaza.  Veterans I have spoken to are not sure what triggered the initial removal of the word 
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Memorial.   They feel the word ‘Memorial' should be included and if not retained would be losing 
it’s original purpose and be a dishonor to veterans.  To me personally, I feel with out using the 
word ‘ Memorial’ it dishonors my Great,Great,Great,Great Grandfather ( an immigrant ) who 
served with the Virginia Militia in the Revolutionary War; my Great Grandfather ( an immigrant ) 
who served with the136th Ohio Infantry, GAR in the Civil War, my Father-in-Law ( an immigrant 
) who served with the 91st Infantry in WW I along with my nine cousins and uncles who served 
in WW II by not including it. 

 
As to the use of words, the word Memorial and Plaza are not the same and give a whole 
different meaning to the service, memory and respect due to all those who have served and 
sacrificed for our country. 
‘Veteran’ is defining a person who served in the active military service of our country - 
‘Memorial’ is defining something that keeps remembrance alive and who’s purpose is to honor 
those who served in uniform and the battles they fought to protect our nation's freedoms -       
‘Plaza’ is defining a space in a city as a public square, an open area, often featuring walkways, 
landscaping features, places to sit and in some cases being surrounded buildings - 
By not including the word ‘Memorial’ within our name we would be the only local community not 
doing so -  
Beaverton - Veterans Memorial Park 
Portland - Vietnam Veterans of Oregon Memorial 
Lake Oswego - Lake Oswego Veterans Memorial 
Happy Valley - Happy Valley Veterans Memorial 
Wilsonville - Oregon Korean War Memorial 
Canby - Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Battle Ground - Battle Ground Veterans Memorial 

 
I believe, we as veterans, should have a strong presence in the final outcome of the project and 
I am not sure we are being heard today. We want to be honoring and remembering our family 
members who served, those we served with and all of those before us who sacrifice for the 
freedoms we have today.   
Thank you for listening to my suggestions on changes to be considered in this final draft of the 
Tualatin Veterans Plaza, 
Joe 
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